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Billie G. Mitchell
To Play Baritone
nal Band
In Natio
From
Four
Of

Princeton, Caldwell County, Kentucky, Thurs
day, August 18, 1949

To Conduct Revival
At Baptist Church

One
Kentucky Chosen To
Attend FFA Convention
In October

1)
Tree Demolished
By Lightning

Babe G. Mitchell will play
*we horn in tne national
more Farmers of America band
$ to twentyst annual conotjan of the group to be in
toss city, Mo., in October.
The band, made up of more
than 100 pieces, includes FFA
!embers from all over the UnitStates. Four were chosen
No Kentucky to participate.
br. J. D. Grey
Mitchell, who was graduated
The first eight-day-reviv
School
High
al at
last
Butler
feat
the First Baptist Church
in severhas received five superiors
ad an excellent rating in dis- al years will start Sunday with
eia and State music contests. two services to be conducted each
61 recently placed second in day by Dr. J. D.
Grey, of New
the finals of the orchestral in- Orlean
s, a native of Princeton.
contest
the
at
twenti
ournent
eth
awl convention of the Ken- Morning services will be held
may Association of Future at 7 o'clock with evening servfarmers of America, Louisville. ices beginning at 7:30 o'clock.
Singing will be under the direclie has been a member of the
tion of the Rev. John Hanunet,
Baler Band, recently champion
pastor of the Calhoun Baptis
t
e State contests, three years.
Mitchell holds the chapter Church, Calhoun, Ky.
lamer degree and is treasurer
the Butler Chapter, Future
Farmers of America.

MARGARET MITCHELL DIES

A cherry tree was demolished by lightning last
Thursday in the yard of the
home of Mrs. Docie Freeman,
Fredonia. A second bolt'
struck the flue and considerable damage was done to the
house, it was reported. Mrs.
Freeman, who was in the
house, was uninjured.
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William Pickering
Resigns From City
Board Of Council

Son Sues To Annul
Divorce Of Parents

B. N. Lusby And Henry
Talley Are Elected
To Fill Vacancies
William
G. Pickering, city
councilman and Democratic nominee for county judge, resigned

V's

City Schools Will
Open Sept.6;
Tuition Raised
No Assistant Coach
Chosen At Butler;
Other Teachers
Announced

Princeton city schools will
open Tuesday, Sept. 6, with rehis city job at the regular weekgistration
Monday and Tuesly meeting of the Council Monday, Aug. 29 and 30, Supt. C. T.
day night to devote full time tc
Pollard announced.
campaigning for the November
privAte tuition for those outelection, it is announced.
To State Fair
side—the city district has been
Mr. Pickering's resignation, acReduced On Advance
increased at Butler High School
cording to Mayor W. L. Cash,
to $60 from $3.1.50: to $45 from
Sale
made two vacancies in the Coun$31.50 at Dotson High School,
Advance sale of half-price
cil membersiflp. J. D. Hodge, of
and to $36 from $18 at both Easttickets to the State Fair is beHodge Motor Sales, resigned
side and Dotson Grade Schools,
severa
ing sponsored here by the Farm
l months ago because of
Supt. Pollard said.
business reasons.
Bureau, M. P. Brown, Jr., presiThe cost of educating a child
The unexpired term of the two
dent, announced this week.
Mrs. Frances Farah holds her is approximately $100, and the
men
will
be
filled
by
B.
N.
Lusby
The tickets, which are 25 cents
schools cannot afford to operate
and Henry Talley, the mayor son, Ronald, 5, who is suing in
instead of the regular 50 cents,
at so great a loss on tuition pusaid.
New York state supreme court pils,
can be obtained at the county
Mr. Pollard said.
A motion to install an over- in New
agent's office in the courthouse,
York City for annulment
"If it had not been for per
head door in the Fire DepartMr. Brown said.
of his parents divorce. The peti- capita and equalization funds, we
ment building was passed. This,
The State Fair will be Septemcould not have managed it beit
was
explai
ned,
will
provide tion.claims a 1945 Reno divorce fore" he stated.
ber 11 through 17. About 200,000
Margaret Mitchell, authoress of "Gone With The
"This year we
Wind," died
greate
obtain
r
cleara
ed
by
nce for the new
his mother and have
reduced-price tickets are being this week, the victim of a speeding automo
no equalization fund."
bile on a street in At- fire truck,
which is expected to guardian, is not vailid because
distributed throughout the State, lanta, Ga. The above picture was taken
All, past due tuition for the
shortly after she was arrive here
about Sept. 1.
she was not a bona fide resident school year
approximately one-half of them struck down last Thursday night as she crosse
1948-49 is to be paid
d Atlanta's main
A permit was granted to the of Nevada. The boy also
in Louisville, the remainder in street, scene of much of her famous novel of the South
asks on or before September 6, Mr.
of the Civil Ideal Pure Milk
Company to re- $50,000 damages, claiming his Pollard
other localities where they are War and Reconstruction days.
said.
model the cream station, located father Henry Farah,
requeted, George E. Lambert,
a fabrics
Five new teachers have been
at
West
Marke
t and Harrison manufacturer,
SOCows In County Bred
Fair manager, said
misrepresented emloyed at Butler High School
Homemakers Publicity
streets.
his financial position in the di- this year.
When the present limited supMificially In 3 Weeks
They are Mrs. J. L.
Water Management
Chairmen To Meet
No action was taken on the vorce agreement Action
ply is sold, no more reducedstarted Ricks, who will teach home ecoIs the three weeks'from July Demonstrat
electio
Public
ity
n
of
chairm
a
police
en
of
chief,
the
by
price
the
ion
mother
the
tickets
Will Be
on behalf of her nomics; J. L. Hicks attendance
will be printed, Mr.
Ito August 15. 30 cows were
Homemakers clubs of Caldwell mayor said.
son. (AP Wirephoto)
, Lambert said.
officpr and study hall; Mrs Paul
tad artificially in Caldwell On Guill Farm
July
collect
ions
in
Police
County will meet in the extenPeabody President
Tillman, English; Paul Tillman,
The water management detesty, according to Robert McCourt
totaled
$462 including
sion office in the court house,
.science, and Miss Dorothy Wood,
an, inseminator for the monstration Thursday, Aug. 25, Mrs. Goodwin Is K. U.
Addresses U. K.
Saturday August 20, at 2:30 p. $26 from parking meter violaEnglish.
In-County Artificial Breeding on the Marshall Guill farm will Home
Service Adviser
Graduates
m., according to Home Agent tions. Fines and costs for July'
C. A. Horn will continue as
astaation. In the entire area include use of heavy equipment,
in
Police
Mrs. H. A. Goodwin has acCourt
totalle
011ie
d
Chandl
$550,
er,
Princeton, and Wilma Vandiver.
principal at Butler. Other teachMeows were bred. Caws bred a 3,800-pound disk for clearing,
with
23
cep
cases
-ted a position as home serv- Early Perry, Cobb, were among
on
the
docket
.
The purpose of this meeting
ers are Miss Robert Lee Beck,
ate county belong to Prowell terracing with farm equipment,
ice adviser for Kentucky Utili- 533 students awarded bachel
Christian And Trigg
or is to help publicity chairmen to
mathematics; K. V. Bryant, band
lase: Wiliam Covington, Del- seed bed preparation, secding
ties, R. S. Gregory, manager, has degrees at the University of Ken- tithe better
publicity. Mrs. Al- Stolen Car Recovered
director and English; Mrs. RobCount
We Conner, Raymond Stroube, and fertilizing and establishing
ies
Adde
d;
announced. She attended school tucky's annual summer com- vin Lisanb
y, county publicity In Chris
ert Chambers, commerce; Mrs.
flied Dunbar, Minos Cox. Jim water ways and terraces on a
tian County
Days Changed
this summer in Lexington to pre- mencement Friday night on Stoll chairman, will
preside at the
Morgan and Robert Peters, 2 15-acre field,
An automobile, stolen Monday
Christian and Trigg counties Frank Craig, mathematics; John
pare for the work which includes Field, it is announced.
meeting. Mrs. Lisanby received from
Equipment and fertilizer for
Hackett, coach and physical eduad arid Story Bros., Sam Vickin front of a house on have been added to the
visiting
residential
Dr. Henry H. Hill, president of special training at
three cation;
patrons,
a district Hopkinsville street, was
Miss Rebekah Henderson,
ery, John Mahan, Garth Hooks, the demonstration are being profound counties already served by Selecchecking to see if their service is George Peabody College for meeting held
in Madisonville in abandoned on a
languages; Miss Virginia Hodge,
Myron Williams, John Stephens, vided by machinery and fertiliz- satisfa
Christ
tive
Servic
ian
coune
Board
No. 9, Henry
ctory, what repairs are Teachers, Nashville, delivered July.
social science; Miss Gladys
Pollard Thompson, Arden Hig- er dealers, County Agent R. A. needed
ty highway later that day. The Averdick, chief clerk,
and whether they un- the commencement address to
announced Knott,
English and physical eduao, W. G. McConnell, Norville Mabry said. Farmer seed pro- dersta
1941 Buick, undamaged when this week,
nd bills. Mrs. A. G. But- the record-breaking number of
looks, A. D. Scott and William ducers of the county are donatfound, belonged to Lee Deaton,
Board No. 9, with headquarters cation; James Maddox, agriculler has been doing this type summer graduates, more than Ursuline Sisters Return
ture; Miss Nancy Stowers, vocal
ing fescue and ladino seed necesMaras 1 each.
here with the Texas Gas pipe- in. Princeton, serves
work several years.
Caldwell, music;
one-third greater than the pre- From Maple Mount
sary to seed the field, he added.
Mrs. McKee Thomson, liline. The keys had been left in Lyon and Crittenden
counti
vious high of 391 established last
Sisters Athanasius and Cares.
brarian, and Mrs. J. L. Walker,
Spons
the
oring
car,
the
progr
the
am
is
the
State
The
Police
office
report
at
Sondra Sue Campbell
Princeton will
mencita, Ursuline Sisters of Saint
year.
Princeton Kiwanis Club in coed.
be open only two days a week, mathematics.
Included in the 1949 summer Paul's Catholic School, returned
Improving At Paducah
Russell Goodaker will again
operation with the various agriMonda
y and Tuesday, from 8 a.
classes were students from 85 last Wednesday from Mt. Saint
Little Sandra Sue Campbell, cultural agencies of the
county.
m, until noon, and from 12:30 be principal at Eastside Grade
Kentu
Joseph
cky
,
Maple
counti
es, 18 other
Mount, near
me-months- old., daughter of John L. McKitrick, agricu
ltural
p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Mr. Averdick School. Other teachers will be
states and four foreign countries. Owensboro, where they spent the
Ir. and Mrs. Charles Cmapbell, engineer, extens
ion service, Un:
will
'be in Trigg county Wednes- Mrs. J. D. Alexander, Miss Audie
summe
r months. They announcI recuperating satisfactorily
, of Kentucky, will aid in, Representatives From
in versa)
day
and Christian county Thurs- Green and Mrs Nola Lewis, first
ed that
registration for
;Paducah Hospital from an st- the demonstration. Crider Homethe
Local
Merch
ants
Spon
sor
day
arid Friday. This new time grade; Mrs. Hillery Barnett, Mrs.
Four Counties To
school term will take place Augack of polio, the county
Henry Lester and Mrs. B.
health makers will have lunch available
becomes effective Monday.
'Doll
G.
ar
Day'
ust
Event
31.
School
Only
will
One
Case In
open SepTake Course
apartment reports.
for those attending.
Mr. Averdick reminded young Moore, second; Miss Eloise Jones,
Several Princeton merchants, tember 6.
Recrea
tional
leader
Mrs.
of
s
HomeCount
Charle
y,
s
Healt
The Marshall Guilt farm is
McGough and Mrs.
h
men they are required to register
members of the Retail Merchants'
about five miles north/Fest of maker clubs of Caldwell, Callo- Association will sponso
to register within five days of Madie Owens, third; Mrs. Paul
totory Governor Visits
Officer Says
r a "Dol- CYF
way,
Lyon
and
Trigg
Cunni
Host
counties lar Day" event
ngham Mrs. Charles Curry
To
Princeton, off the PrincetonRumors of additional cases of their eighteenth birthday. RegisFriday, Saturday
Clubs In This District
will attend a training school
and Mrs. Josephine Moore
Fredonia road.
and Monday, Aug. 19, 20 and 22. Other Denominations
, fourpolio in Caldwell county were trants are also required to notiMari Cunningham, Rotary
from
10 a.m. to 3 p. m. Friday, Many
th; Mrs. Vernon Taylor,
disTwenty-eight young
Mrs. H.
branded false this week by Dr. fy the board of any change in
special bargains are feapeople
tort governor. is spendi
Aug. 19, at the Cadiz High
J. Watson and Mrs. Kate
ng sevtured in the advertisements of were present at the CYF meeting W. L. Cash, county health officer status or address.
Pruett,
It weeks visiting
.
School building, it is announced.
the various
fifth; Mrs. Flora Creelcmur,
this weeks issue of The Prince at the First Christian Church The only case is the one previMrs.
fats in this district.
Miss Leon Glillett, assistant
N.
H.
He is in
Talley and Mrs. Beatrice
Sunday night when the group ously
Leader.
reported, Sandra Sue
Paxton over the
state
leader
who
,
Turley
will be asweekends.
, sixth.
entertained members of other C a mo is el 1,
nine-months-old
sisted , by home demonstration
At Dotson School, J.
denomination9. The business ses- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charle
Polk
Reviv
s
al
Will Begin
agents from the four counties,
Griffey .is principal again
kinsons Extend Stay
sion was led by Miss Norma
this
Sue Campbell.
Picke
will have change of training.
ns
Strik
es
Out
year.
High
Mond
ay
school
At
Fredonia
Cartwright, and a member of
At Anchorage
teachers are
The peak of the polio situation
The
clubs
Alvin
in
Caldwe
The
E.
ll
county
Rev.
Anthony, coach; Miss
Stephen L. Cloud, each denomination repres
10 As Princeton
Dr. and Mrs.
ented in Kentucky seems to have been
Summers BrinFarmersville World War China Lou Jones, Miss
are expected to send the fol- Flomaton, Ala, will
la are remaining
conduct re- took part on the program The reached, health authorities
Jatmita
Wins, 11-4
in lice
in Anchorage
lowing leaders: Bethany, Mrs. vival services at Fredon
McNar
y, and Ben McCutcheon
II Veteran Was Prominia Bap- meeting was concluded with the State believe, Dr. Cash
r than they
.
Princeton Regulars defeated Champ Oates;
said.
intended to be
Elementary teachers are
Cedar Bluff, Mrs. tist Church Monday, Aug. 22, CYF benedi
rah Mrs. Brinson
Mrs.
ction.
Precautionary measures against ent Farmer In Comm
's brother, Dr. Kuttawa, 11-4, Sunday after- Andrew Ladd; Cobb, Mrs. Earl through Friday
unit
Lula
y
Hampt
on
and
,
Sept.
Miss
2, the Rev.
tT Mossbarger
Geraline
the disease should still be obFuneral services for Milton Johnso
who will under- noon in a game moved to Kut- Wood; Crider, Mrs. Clifton Clift; J. Holland
n.
Thomas, pastor, anmajor operation
served, they said.
Walker, veteran of World War
tawa from here because of rain. Eddy Creek, Mrs. Floyd
Miss French Joins Lyon
soon.
No one has been chosen
Lewis; nounced. Ray Johnson, Lexingto
Precautions include keeping II, and a prominent farmer
Pickens, on the mound for the Eddyville
of fill the place of assista
road, Miss Helen and ton, will direct the music.
nt coach
Serv- County School Faculty
children away from crowds and t h e Farmersville commu
Regulars, struck out 10, allowed Jane Beck; Farmer
TOM Bishop Plays
nity,
at Butler left vacant this summe
sville, Mrs. ices will be at 10 a.m. and 7:45
Miss Anna French, daughter
Good
r
from sick children and adults, were conducted at 2
six hits and walked three.
p.m. Mon- by the resignation
John R. McDowell; Friendship, p.m.
of Mrs. Ethel French, Highla
Game In Golf Tourney
of Perkins
nd as children are more likely to day at Brawn's Funera
Prince
collect
ton
hits
ed
off
14
l Horns Marquess, who has
Shell White; Fredonia, Mrs. RusTom Bishop,
Avenue, has accepted a positio contra
accepted a
n
son of Mr. and the pitching of Bruce, who struck
ct polio. It is wise to be by the Rev. Ray Wigginton,
sell Yates; Hopkinsville road
of position in Florida.
On C. C.
as band and choir director
Visit Here Last
In sure children do not become Fredonia. Mr. Walker
Bishop of Hopkins- out two. Kuttawa committed six
died at
Mrs. Don Boitnott; Lake wood,
Lyon County Junior and Senior
Plans are being made to
Mt street, beat
over tired from playing or stren- Nichols Veterans Hospital,
emEd Goodletit of errors to Princeton's two.
Lou- ploy a home econom
Mrs. I. J. Harris; Lebanon, Mrs. Week From Iowa
High Schools, it has brn
e 3 and 2 in a
ics teacher
an- uous exercise.
isville, after a long illness. He at
Lewis caught for the Regulars Glenn Owen; Otter
Billy
consolaClegg
and
Jerry Lean- nounced by the official
Pond, Mrs.
Dotson. Supt. Pollard
match in the
school
The polio virus germ lives in served 19 months in World
said.
Tennessee Val- and White for Kuttawa.
Kelly Martin; Quinn, Miss Alta eagh, Algonia, Ia., visited Billy board. Miss French, a
War
Mrs. J. D. Stephens will
• Golf Associa
graduate of the bowel movements and throat I.
contion's junior
A grudge game with Outwood Towery; Fredonia, Mrs.
Clegg'
s
s relatives last week, in- Butler High
tinue
as
Rus• eat Friday
secret
ary
School, attended of patients as well as
to Supt. PolSurvivors are his wife, Mrs. lard.
at Clarks- is scheduled at 5 p.m., Thursday, sell Yates.
"carriers"
cluding his grandmother, Mrs. Murray
State
-an. According
College, where she who appear to be
healthy, Dr. Neva E. Walker; a daughter, Mrs.
to reports in VFW park, Manager Jewel
Lizzie Lewis, Fredonia; Mrs. was a music
major.
by The Leader
Cash said. Human wastes should Carl Heaton, of Princeton;
Clifton Rowland, Mr. and Mrs.
, Tom Patterson said. This is not a leathree
Attend Baseball Game
Three Attend District
be disposed of carefully, and sisters, Mrs. Pearl Butler
excellent showing at gue game.
Johnson Lewis and Mrs. Alvie
and
,rnament
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hands immediately washed with Mrs. Ethel Towery,
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Sponsor Tickets
Fee

Farmer Program
Planned August 25
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Draft Board Area
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Scheduled Friday
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Polio Are False
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Let The Punishment Fit The Crime
There is a silly little Gilbert and Sullivan ditty called "Let the Punishment
Fit the Crime" which carries a big chunk
of commonsense hidden in the nonsense.
What we are waiting for now is a punishment to fit the crime of drunken driving.
It must be a punishment severe enough
to cause a driver to think before he
drinks. Even the pleasantly high driver
is a danger to others on the road..Driving is largely a matter of automatically
co-ordinated movements and reactions.
Alcohol slows the reactions, makes those
automatic movements things to be
thought out. If split second response is
needed, the alcohol-dulled senses have less
chance than the ones that are clear.
The maximum penalty for drunken
driving in Kentucky is $500 fine and
license suspended six months for the first
offense, and the same plus six months in
jail each time thereafter. In some cases
licenses have been suspended indefinitely.
The loss of the driver's license theoretically prevents the offender from operating a motor vehicle for that length of
time. It is impossible, however, for law
enforcing agencies to check every driver
on the road. The offender may not drive
where he is known, but he may continue
to do so in other places—a menace on the
road.
Too often the fellow says, "My insurance company can pay .for any wreck I
have." There is not enough money on

earth to pay for the loss of life, of sight,
an arm or a leg, for permanent paralysis,
or a smashed face.
And we're n6t talking about something
that is happening to people in far off
lands. We're talking about the danger to
our families, our neighbors, and ourselves. Four Princetonians were injured,
two seriously, in a wreck recently. The
driver of the other vehicle has been
charged with drunken driving.
It is practically impossible to pick up
a newspaper today without reading of a
death caused by imbibing to freely of a
liquid stronger than that made from the
fruit of the vine. Maybe it would be better if our wreck stories said in plain language, "The driver was drunk as a lord,
and didn't know or care whether there
was another'car on the road."
We say throw the book at drunken
drivers, and if the maximum penalty as
it stands today isn't great enough—and
it isn't—increase it until the fear of a
swift and just punishment will make people think.
A mandatory jail sentence on the first
offense should help, because there is
more stigma attached to a six-months jail
sentence than to a $10,000 fine.
If the fear of a fit punishment will stop
as few as 10 drunks from attempting to
drive, the benefit in lives, in health and
in property saving will be uncounted.
—(PS)

The Grass Is Not So Green
The main argument for communism—
which is dutifully swallowed by all party
members and fellow travelers—is that it
is the only way to save the "common
man" from cruel exploitation and give
him a healthier, happier, more abundant
life; the same goes for Socialism and government ownership of business, which are
just softer names for Communism. On
that premise Russia has built her police
state and her regimented economy in
which private business does not exist,
there is no real competition, and the government runs everything.
How has it worked out? In captialistic
America, a wage earner gets an average
of $10 for eight hours work. A Russian
has to put in 81 hours of labor to earn
the equivalent. To make still another
comparison, about 37 hours of work by
a typical American industrial worker will
pay for a good new suit. If the Russian
wants a new suit, by contrast, he must
toil more than 500 hours, and the chances
are that the suit will be of rock-bottom

Little Chips
'Fl
False "report of Clint Ladd's
death election week put Sheriff
Otho Towery into a dither, we
hear, Ladd was to be judge at
the polls at Bucksnort 2 in the
primary election. When the
death rumor reached the sheriff's
office, Towery went out looking
for somelvdy to take Ladd's
place. After + Ladd turned up—
very much alive—in Princeton,
Towery said, "the report came
so straight, I didn't doubt it for
minute."
CCC

Bells, which caused some speculation among the town folk
when they rang out at 7:30 a.m.
Friday came from Saint Paul's
Catholic Church. This was the
first time they had sounded in
10 years. Repair work on the
bells was credited to R. A. Nelson, district forester and a member of the church.
* a a
An all girl quartet from Maple
Avenue Baptist Church started
broadcasting over station, WHOP
Hopkinsville, Saturday. They
sing request numbers sent in by
Princetonians and residents of
Caldwell County. Their choice
of name, "Maplettes," is appropriate we think.
* a
Princetonians along with other
U. S. Citizens coughed up $54,500,000,000 in federal, state and
local taxes during the fiscal year
ended June 30, the U. S. Census reports. The take, which was
said to be an all-time high,
amounted to an average of $375
for every man, woman and child.
• • •
Since coming to Princeton, I
have heard many disgruntled
people talk about the recent tax

•

Washington
Letter

quality.
Many factors have contributed to this
amazing difference in living standards
By Jane Eads
between two large nations, each of which
has been blessed with vast stores of raw • Washington—Uncle Sam has
materials. One of the most important is been counting every man, woman and child in the nation
something Americans take for granted every 10 years since 1790 and
because they have known it and seen its has a pretty accurate idea about
workings all their lives—competition. the number and characteristics
Every, manufacturer and producer must of the people who inhabit this
constantly try to produce a better line of country. But many other American republics know little about
goods, or to sell at a cheaper price, or to themselves. No one knows
how
offer some other inducement to those many people live in Ecuador or
who buy from him.
Haiti for instance. They have
On the retail level, exactly the same never managed to take a nationthing goes on. Whether a store be small al censusu.
or large, the great emphasis must be on in"This lack of a recent census
many countries," George C.
pleasing and attracting the customer. If Compton points out in Pan
a store fails in that, the trade goes down American union's "Americas"
the street, and the receivers eventually magazine, "not only produces a
take over. That is why a free economy is blind spot in the vision of eduone of abundance—and a regimented cators and experts on social
security,
economy is one of scarcity because gov- or food housing, health services,
production, it also makes
ernment rnonopolies eliminate competi- the next census more difficult.
tion. —(Providence Journal-Enterprise) First, because the lack of prac-

tical census-taking experience.
Second, because of the people's
unfamiliarity with the idea of a
census and the resulting relucProspects for the European arms-aid a little disjointed, if he has been quoted
tance, or even hostility toward
program are looking up. Senator Taft's accurately, but his meaning was unmis- the curious enumerator."
Plans are well along, however,
statement that he will not fight agaipst takable—and not only in official circles for the first complete census of
family dinner table.
the Americas in 1950. Already
the project, though he will probably vote but around every
Mr. Harriman said that arms program the ground work has been laid
against it, has heartened its supporters. would supply weapons to men who "are
in most countries through a vast
And Senator Vandenberg's proposal for ready to fight and to die, if necessary, educational program, the traindividing the arms aid over two fiscal with our boys." That fact, he declared, ing of statisticians in the art of
years by providing cash for part of it was somenthing Americans should never census-taking by the U. S. Cennow, plus contracts for arms to be deliver- forget. And he added: "Our boys should sus bureau and the drafting of
some 1,500,000 enumerators in
ed later, is regarded in Washington as in- never have to fight without allies,"
Central and South American
direct support for the program.
The cost of the arms program is not al- countries.
Meanwhile, public understanding of tered by looking at it that way. But that
It is expected that during the
the measure should have been sharp- view should help Americans to under- period allowed for the census of
ened considerably, it seems to us, by the stand that the sum represents an invest- the Americas probably all the
testimony of the United States roving ment in their own security, not the bill countries will hold a population
census and most will make a
ambassador for the Marshall Plan, Mr. for an altriiistic spree.
separate survey of agriculture.
William Averell Harriman. His prose was
—(Christian Science Monitor) Eight countries have indicated
they plan special housing inquiries. A few will tally industry,
Kentucky On The March
business or transportation.
Directing the vast enterprise is
a committee headed by Dr. CalBy Ewing Galloway
demands to the capacity of employers to vert L. Dedrick of the U. S.
At Lexington the other day R. M. Watt, make a reasonable profit and maintain Census Bureau, set up by the
linter-American Statistical InsPresident of the Kentucky Utilities Comsteady employment. Unless this policy is titute here. Working for census
pany, told the State Chamber of Comuniformity, this committee is
merce, that thus far in 1949 only six new followed scores of Kentucky factories, made up of most of the hemiindustries had been established in 72 large and small, will be shut down indbfi- sphere's census directors and stacounties served by his company as com- nitely. Some have been closed already tisticians. It has been setting up
basic standards for tabulating
pared with 75 new plants in the calendar for that reason.
the population as well as for
year 1948.
I am neither pro-management nor pro-, other tabulation questions and
Well, that's not as bad as it may appear labor. I'm pro-public. I'm old enough to problems.
at first glance. Last year was a boom remember when wages and working conBy spring about 200 officials
year, and the state should be thankful ditions generally were unspeakably bad. from statistical bureaus in other
for the new industries it got. The problem In those years I was pro-labor. Most of countries will have taken special
courses in census methods in
now is consolidating our grains to avoid the evils of those times have been cor- this country. There is still mucn
losing industrial plants set up during rected. I'm not pro-management now. I'm to be done, however. Mr. Compthe boom. That problem is universal, of pro-public, because the immediate future ton reports that maps are badcourse. We are in a recession which may of the nation depends as much upon labor ly needed in Ecuador, Haiti, Parcontinue for two or thretFyars, and in- peace as upon any other economic factor. aguay and other countries. Ecuador lacks equipment
I believe that 90 per cent of the union aerial survey necessary for the
lligent Kentuckians know that the best
for some
ty to prevent a depression is to adapt laborers who read this column would pre- parts. There are still many un-selves to the task of softening the re- fer to consolidate the gains of recent explored, places in Bolivia. Peryears and stick to their jobs as a means sonnel and money are other big
ion.
of preventing a bad depression and whole- headaches. In many countries
'1) hold on to the industries built in the
government workers and teachn years, manufacturers can do a bet- sale unemployment which might last
ers have been called upon to
; three or four years and lead to state take the census without extra
ob of selling their products and or
.ed labor can adjust wage and hours socialism.
pay or training.

Arms And The American Boys

assessment squabble In Cindy/ell
county. Tax disputes are as old
as time and one man's Opinion as
to methods of settling them are
often as good as another. Since.
I was not a member of The
Leader staff and lived about 300
miles from here during the controversy, I do not know enough
of the details to be of help. However, it seems to me the $375
in taxes collected for every man,
woman and child makes it evident that our average working
and business men need have
no fear of getting rich.
Ai • •
Bob McCarty, salesman of
Dawson road, apparently has
taken his job to heart. He has
named his place, "Peddler's
Patch." Now, Bob, we all see the
between salesman
connection
and peddler, but how about the
patch?
Ca

Those who knew Merle Drain,
Penney store manager who was
transferred from here recently,
will appreciate reading an article
in the August issue of Coronet
called, "'Those Amazing Penney
Stores." Mr. Drain's friendliness
to the people here and his fight
for local improvement seems to
typical of most Penney store
managers.
•

Do You Know?
White fir trees grow to a height
of 140 feet and a diameter of 36
inches or more.
Ice for preserving perishables
was used by the ancient Egyptians, Greeks and Romans.
Western United States contains
more than 66,000,000,000 feet of
standing White Fir saw timber.
mountainsix
Pittsburgh's
climbing railways carry more
than 2,000,000 fares annually.
When ice is frozen without being agitated, it usually is cloudy
or white.
White fir lumber is being produced at the rate of 500,000,000
hoard feet every year.
Twice as many- potatoes grow
in the United States today compared to the output 25 years
ago.
As much as 10 tons of ice is required for a single railroad refrigerator car on a coast to coast
trip.
There are an estimated 3,000,000 miles of rural roads in the.
United States.
Worker bees are females in
which sex functions have not developed.
Approximately 17,000,000 work
days were lost in farm accidents
in this country in 1948.
About six and a half billion
glasses of iced tea are consumed
in this country every year.

Literary
Guidepost
By John L. Springer
AGE, edited by
TurkhmitIN
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Washington, Oregon, Montana
and Idaho have 20 percent of U.
S. hydroelectric poem and half
the estimated undeveloped poten-

Walter Johnson pitched
shortouts for the
Senators during his Wish
carte
the major league reco rd
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It was an age of weird and
wack y, socially insignificant
news, and news the social significance of which we almost invariably failed to grasp. During
most of those 22 years from the
end of World War I to Pearl
Harbor and our beginning of
World War II, the nation could
whip itself over channel swimmers, the mysterious death f
Starr Faithful, and the long
count of the Dempsey-Tunney
fight. But it was a period long
enough for America. to grow up
in.
Isabel Leighton got the idea of
having 22 writers tell the story
of the era by treating its high
spots in individual pieces. In
most cases, the authors were on
top of the events as they happened: Gene Tunney recalls his
fights with Dempsey, Hodding
Carter profiles "'Huey Long:
American Dictator" and Thurman Arnold analyzes the crash
and what it meant. It is still too
soon, by common consent, for
an adequate historical appraisal
of the personalities of the times,
but the authors take a few cracks
at it anyway. Harding and Cooltreated somewhat
idge
are
roughly, and Wendell Willkie's
"greatness in political defeat"
•
we are told, was a "decisive factor in enabling America to win
the war."
There is much first-rate reading in this volume. I especially
liked Herbert Asbury's hilarious
account of those two demon
prohibition agents, Izzie and
Moe; Robert Coughlan's revelations in the "Konklave in Kokomo"; and William McFee's discussion of the famous Morro
Castle disaster.
During the 20s and 30s, says
Miss Leighton, "we seem to have
fluctuated between headaches,
sometimes induced by prohibition, more frequently by the
fevered pace of the times. During these throbbing years we
searched in vain for a cure-all,
coming no closer to it than the
aspirin bottle. Hence: The Aspirin Age." Readers will await
a sequel to this book if only
to learn from the title what an
adequate prescription for these
times might be.
•
It is estimated that half of U. S.
traffic moves on 300,000 miles
of city streets.
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Just a railroad track, part of 6,500 miles of the
Illinois Central lacing the length and breadth of
Mid-America.
This is real wealth—working wealth. Wealth that
works to bring you food, clothing, your home, all
the things you live with and enjoy. Wealth that
works to pay taxes to help support your schools.
Wealth that spends money in your community.
Wealth that last year paid out $133,000,000 in
wages to 40,000 workers.
It's wealth that's really shared—because everybody
in Mid-America benefits by the useful work it
performs.
This Illinois Central wealth is the kind that has
made America rich. Without it, our natural resources would only trickle from mines, forests and
farms, and our vast industrial plants would starve
for want of raw materials.
The Illinois Central has $700,000,000 invested in
working wealth—an investment that makes possible
an average freight rate of a fraction more than It
per ton per mile. This same investment makes possible a wage rate more than double the rate of
twenty years ago.
To keep this wealth in efficient running order, more
wealth must constantly be added. The Illinois
Central last year put $23,000,000 into new equipment and property. For we are determined that our
work shall continue to earn your friendship and
patronage.

W. A. JOHNSTON
Prenden1

Natural gas pipelines must
stand a pressure of 1,000 pounds
per square inch.

ILLINOIS CENTRAL
RAILROAD

Inhabitants of one Chinese community frequently use fans differing from those in another
area.

MAIN LINE OF MIO.AMERICA

The Mormons set up and operated a blast furnace in Utah in
1852.

NOT FOR A MILLION DOLLARS

I•

could you get any other truck
WITH ALL THESE FEATURES
'49 FORD F-3: Choice of 100-h.p. Ford V-8 engine or 95-h.p. Six * Ford exclusive Loodornaer
Ignition for better performance, greater economy * Heavy duty 41-speed transmission ter
greater operating flexibility * Full-floating roar axle for extra strength and greater rellab4litY
* Removable brake drums for maintenance economy * Airplane-type shock absorbers ter
an easier ride * Choice of 8-ft. Express or 71
/
2-ft. Stake or Platform bodies *
Dollar Cab with Ford Level Action suspension for greater driving comfort * Ford Bonus
construction for longer life.
Ford's tin. of Pfdlop and Express
models Indodu Ford F.3 Express
G.V.W. rating 6,800 lb..,
Ford F-2 Express, G.V.W. toting
5,700 lbs.; Ford Cl Podtup, G.V.W.
noeng 4,700 lb..

Consolidating Our Gains

While
72x84 5
Mothproo
Here is t
buy of a
wool thro

"Raindrop"
Ageless yet authentic in design. A
treatment by "Sharpe"--brilliantly
polished spots—each mirroring all,
of the others. Sparkling beauty—
decorous simplicity and decorators
good taste. Made in all essential
Items.
Budget priced at $1.00 each. Salad
plates to match are available.

Walker's Drugs It
Jewelry

SIDI US TODAY! Get the facts on the Ford
Truck for '49 shown above or on any one
of over 150 different models in the Ford Truck
Hoc Whatever you haul, and wherever you
haul it, we've got the right kind of truck for
your work. We've got'em Bonus Built BIG ...
and Bonus Built SMALL . . . Bonus Built to
handle anything you haul.

Rayo
Rimer mama.to Lotto#00
MINS LAMY ISIONTILATION DATA ON 4,10.006
MPS ISMS AP•cs110111155 NOVI POOD Tian tat -

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY ON MOST MODIII

RANDOLPH MOTORS
Phone 2028

lcsdo)„August 18, 1949
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bly result in more
returns for
the crop even if it
means losing
the bottom two to four
leaves
due to better quality of the
leaf
grades,
Mo.lit of the equipment
TocariagTesting laboratory
has

County Agent's
Column
By K A. Mabry
„dilL11
market depends to a
•
rge extent on whether the crop
ripe when it is out. Many crops
burley are cut each year a
• to two weeks before the
are fully ripe which rea lower quality going on
• arket. Allowing the tobacpen to the top will probe__ _

izo.4„.zoge##4.4.04-..4imita
begin by the 10th of
September.
Farmers who wish to start
preparing fields for seeding
and
would like to have soils from
these fields tested would probably get a more accurate
*ample
if samples were taken
before
plowing. Samples could be taken
now and be held for testing
later.
The accuracy of the soil test

To The People Of
Caldwell County:
I wish to thank everyone who supported me
in the recent primary election and until I am further able to show my appreciation I can only say
"thank you".
Best wishes to my successful opponent.

Mrs.S. J. Larkins
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Page Three
be found, and that not every sowing is now,
year, it must be agreed that the
The Simplest single crop to
humus supply cannot be ade- use is wheat,'as its sowing time
.. By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
quate. A gardner may profitably runs through August and Sep
/ College of Agriculture and
14164.-aspaae.-Leastessic
Versiitintitlr
general farmer and do as he that covering is easy, and it can
sttp.Jtvs,I1. e_1106d.
-does,- rurtnely,'"gtolera-4(iv-eresiii
as shallow as two inches. A
j"4111Ca
ByVV,Iin
oh
tienr. C
S177
lard
-Cm
nePril
cover of wheat adds no new
Many gardens every year suf- for plowing under.
A gardener is somewhat at a plant food to the soil, but merefer directly more or less because
disadvantage in that he can rare- ly salvages what is left of the
of weather, because the vege- ly sow any
great amount of cover summar's fertilizer, to give it
tables so largely consist of water, sow any great amoynt of cover back as it rots down.
For wheat
and indirectly, because water is at one time, but milt do it piece- alone, the seeding
rate is one
needed to put fertilizer into ac- meal as his garden crops mature. pound
to 1300 square feet.
tion. It is quite well realized But, if every opportunity to do
that humus to make soil able to so is embraced, it will be found
The 299 score posted by Sam
hold moisture is the answer. that a trifle over half the gar• Parks
in the 105 U. S. Open was
However, when only a token den will have been covered by the highest winning
total for the
amount of stable manure can October 1. The time for starting
tourney in the last 22 years.

II

depends very largely on how
carefully samples are taken.
When sampling, be sure to pick
representative areas in the field
from which to gather samples.
Take samples from each field or
each area in a field that has been
treated differently. Samples
should be taken from six to ten
different places in a field depending on the size of the field.
These samples should then be
mixed together and one sample
of about one pint of soil dravtn
out and brought in for testing.
When taking the sample remove
the top inch of soil if a spade is NO MATCH FOR PORCUPINE: Ace, a boxel, luui,d that
lie was no
used so as not to get leaves and match for a porcupine after becoming involved
with one near West
other foreign material in the Branch, Mich. Dr.
Robert Rece, holding.Ace, removed over a thoussample, then after removing one
and quills from the dog's face, body tongue and tonsils. Ace
has reshovelful of soil about 7 inches
deep and laying it to one side, covered from the encounter. (AP Wirephoto)
take a half inch slice from top to
bottom of the straight side where
the opening has been made. Remove a small section of this
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambition
slice of an even width from top
s of those
to liottom and place it in a con- wiso made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40
years
ago
recorded
nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twicetainer. If a soil auger is used he
sure to take soil evenly from A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature.
The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton
the top to about 7 inches deep.
reporters, shortly after the turn of the century. wrote them.
August 2, 1929. One of the Mrs. John H. Stevens, of
The Chinese have special fans
St.
for spring, summer and autumn. loveliest of the mid-summer Louis, Mo.; Mrs. Gerard Kevil,
social functions was that which of St. Louis, 3,1o.; Mrs. Guy
occurred
Thursday
afternoon Stevens, of Blackfoot, Idaho;
when Mrs. Sallie Powell Catlett, Mrs. Powell Catlett of Los
with the charming dignity that Angeles, Calif.; Mrs. Orme of
marks her every hospitality, en- Marion, Mrs. Clay Rice, of Phila...
delphia, Pa., Mrs. Henry Hale,
tertained with a bridge party at
of Sarasota, Fla., Mrs. R. S. Mathe handsome Colonial home of son, Sr., and Mrs. R.
S. Mason,
the Powells an Washington Ave. Jr., of Eddyville;
Miss Mary
The summer motif was accen- Weaver Dyer, of Los Angeles,
tuated by the profusion of gar- Calif.; Mrs. John Grayot,
and
den flowers of brightest hues and Mrs. Lizzie Terry
of Madisonville
sweetest fragrance, the blossoms Mrs. 'S. C. VanPelt,
crf Marion,
lending their dearest delights Mrs. John Edd Young,
Miss Dora
with seeming gladness to en- Young, Mrs. J. B.
Sory, of Frehance the cool charms of the donia, Mrs.
M. M. Shipp, of
stately rooms.
South Bend, Ind.; and Mrs.
Mrs. Charles Gaddy gracious- George D. Hill, of
Tampa, Fla.;
ly received the guests, on ar- Mrs. Roy Withers,
Mrs. A. S.
rival; Mrs. C. 0. Akin and Mrs. Neal, Mrs. J. N. Brewer,
Mrs.
G. W. Towery presiding at the Martha Jackson, Mrs.
W. L.
bowl of fruit frappe. After little Cash, Mrs. A. Koltinsk
y, Mrs.
Miss Dorothy Dee Catlett, of Los Henry Keeney,
Mrs. William
Angeles, Calif., had distributed Pickering, Miss
Gladys Pickerpretty tallies the flying hours ing, Mrs. B. L.
Keeney, Mrs.
of the afternoon were passed in Armour Blalock,
Mrs. Carl
the
all-engrossing game
of Sparks, Mrs. R. B. Tarliff, Mrs.
bridge, fifteen tables having Herbert Chancellor,
Mrs. Niles
been arranged for the games.
Jackson, Mrs. Stegar Dollar, Mrs.
Mrs. E. C. Van Pelt, of Marion, Reginald
Rice, Miss Bertie
was the happy recipient of the Nichols, Mrs. R.
Roy Towery,
guests' prize; Mrs. W. L. Cash Mrs. Otis Smith, Miss
Myrtle
and Mrs. John Loftus the first Nichols, Mrs. J. B. Lester,
Miss
and second score awards, and Bennie Simms, Miss Susie
StevMrs. Henry Keeney was also a ens, Mrs. Dudley Rawls,
Miss
soovenir winner.
Lucille Buttermore, Mrs. Hugh
A dainty and tempting ice Cherry, Mrs. Frank Linton,
Mrs.
course was served at the close John Pettit, Mrs. Arthur
Mcof the games. The pleasing affair Gough, Mrs. R. W. Lsanby,
Mrs.
was marked by an unusual num- E. L. McLin, Mrs. Will Loftus,
ber of charming out-of-town Mrs. John Loftus, Mrs. H. S.
guests. The hospitality included: Eblen, Mrs. L. K. Butler.
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THE GARDEN

AN INVITATION

News From The Past
THE NEW BABY

For The "BUYS" Of
Your Life!
SHOP
JORDAN'S GREAT

it

ore

PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Fescue-(11(Wee Good
Good returns from a 20-acre
pasture of Ky. 31 fescue and
Green Acres white clover are re•
ported by Luseian Isbell of Ful1
co u,rilx...11A.:Xsat.ussil.,.4
out additional feed from
Feb Ito
wok
toas-firrveila-,-Fe realized 9,000
pounds of fescue seed, or 450
pounds to the acre. Mr. Isbell
plans to certify the seed, said
Farm Agent John B. Watts.

IT'S THE SPECIAL
SERIES 40

(Specially For You)
A

NEW CAR

WITH

A NEW

PRICE

AUGUST FURNITURE
SALE!
Incorporated

Hopkinsville, Ky.

PRINCETON MOTOR SALES
DAWSON RD.

DOLLAR DAY FEATURE!

PHONE 2048

DOLLAR DAY FEATURE!

FRI., SAT. & MON., AUG. 19, 20 & 22

While 35 Last - - 3-lb. 100 Percent
Wool Blankets
72x84 Satin Bound . • •
Mothproofed ... all colors!
Here is truly the
buy of a lifetime! Virgin
wool throughout. blanket600

WOMEN'S

( HAMBRAI AND ('OVERT

ENTIRE STOCK CLOSEOUT

Rayon Panties
2 pr. $1.00

Manfaeturer's Closeout

Work Shirts
$1.00

Velvet Weave
Rugs

BOYS'

CLOSEOUT BLOUSES
AND PURE SILK

Summer
Materials
3 yds. $1.00

Boxer Jeans
$1.00

BLOUSETTES
$1.00

BOYS' SHORT SLEEVED

VAT DYED

RAYON MARQUISETTE

Fall Prints
4 yds. $1.00

PANELS
$1.00

OVAL

Braided Rugs
I8x32
$1.00

80 SQUARE PERCALE

Lace Net Pairs
$1.00
MEN'S

IN

PASTELS AND WHITE

Khaki Shirts
$2.00

INFANT'S

Knit Creepers
$1.00

APRONS
2 for $1.00

$1.00
CHILDREN'S

Knit Sleepers
2for $1.00
Men's Sweaters
$4.00
RAYON MARQUISETTE

Tailored Pairs
$2.00

Closeout Spring Carryover
CHILDREN'S

Polo Shirts
2 for $1.00

MEN'S SHORT SLEEVED

UNION SUITS
2 for $1.00

Sport Shirts
$1.00

TERRY TOWELS
All new colors and you get 2
man-sized 22:44 bath towels.

Women's Nylon Slips

ASST. CLOSEOUT

BOYS

22x44
They're wonderful. All Nylon.
Full cut for comfort easy to !sun
der. Women's sizes S. M. & L.

Sport Shirts
$1.00

22x:16

Nylon Hose
Unbelievable! Sheer 54 gauge 15
denier Nylons at this Penney low
price. No flaws and all good
shades.

$1.00 pair

100% Du Pont Nylon fabric. Lace trimmed slips
made to sell for much more.
A Dollar Day value at only
Women's Knit Tricot

Rayon Gowns.....$1.00
Men's Underwear
Athletic Shirts

.3 for $1.00

Knitted Briefs

3 for $1.00

Sanforised Shorts

2 for $1.05

"T" Shirts

2 for $1.60

-.
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Rent Control Goes
To Supreme Court

Caldwell County Board of Education
to Arne 30,1949 JiIyT,
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Landldrdtt claim postwar oats
$ 54,687.36
State Department, Per Capita
have risen and rents should be
1,610.95
State Department, Vocational
4i1lowed to follow suit. Building
18,401.79
State Department, Veteran Training
management, they say, has be63,372.07
Property Tax
an increasingly unprofitcome
327.56
Bank Shares
able business.
3,303.80
Franchise
The American Municipal As2,205.4i
Poll Tux
sociation, Which has 8,000 city
421.i
Sale of Property and Ins. adjustments
governments in its membership,
Miscellaneous
$144,508.69
says lids have been popped off
TOTAL RECEIPTS
rent controls in at least 82 cities
41.25
DISBURSEMENTS
Clarence Hart
since local option authority,
32.85
Ky Utilities Co.
Charles H. Bunch Co.. $
by Congress became efgranted
5.00
Floyd Hobby
American School Board
last
April 1.
fective
3.50
Garland Tandy
Journal
Elevator Action
Fredonia Valley QuarDawson Springs City
In the same period, Tighe E.
ne's
890
Schools
Wocals, federal housing expediter,
15.80 H. H. Cravens
Busch Cummins
lifted restrictions in 168 other
37.00 Trafton Publishing ComDoubleday & Co.
communities but recently slapmonths
old,
SI.,
•
N
1101:
seven
VETERAN
-Robin
1,
only
SWIMMER
AT
Leigh
Whi-.
Young Hdw. & Imple132.00
pany
watches
ped some back on after rents
29.68 McGraw Hill Pub. Co
ment Co.
2.26 shows her versatility by switnni,14; on h, 1- back as her instructor, Mn. Crystal Scarborough
travel about
rose sharply.
6.00 Chester Capps
Wood Drug Co.
5.00 in Los Angeles. Robin's mother says she has been swimming for three months and can
689.04 Traylors Service Sta.
The association says a number
John Wiley & Sons
2.40 30 feet but can't crawl or sit up yet-"she's too young!"-(AP Wirephoto)
J. B. Lippincott Co. .
of cities have decided against
64.83 Hammond & Stephens..
Ratliff Hardware Co
Mrs. Robbie Oliver .... 1,042.31 Baptism Precedes
82.80 Coleman & Son
Hurst Printing Co.
lifting rent ceilings for the pres1.25
Mrs. Thelma Paxton ... 1,191.07
Koltinsky's Grocery
Doane Agricultural Ser
ent and at least 54 others have
66.75
Mott Bros
Execution
Sunrise
15.00 E. M. Hale Co.
vice Inc
893.47
Mrs. Lillian P. Pool
scheduled hearings on the pro73.16 Princeton Leader
New York -(A°P)- In a position.
68.00 Americanna CorporaOrr Iron Co
Southern Bell Tel &
Mrs. Wood Holloway ...
986.99
Dewey & Dewey
133.89
Five states have taken action
Thelma E. Brandon ... 1,234.27 roundup of Communists in a Nation
Teleg. Co.
Brockmeyer
Dr. C
105.08 Ralph Paris
Mrs. Madie Owens .... 1,265.27 tionalist section in China re- under the local option provision
Central School Supply
Lucian Ayers
1,617.67 Fredonia Chapter FFA
Woodrow Blackburn ... 1,202.51 cently, General Li Chi Pin dis- of the4.949 Rent Control Act,
Company
Nashville Products Co
503.69 Eldred Hardware Co
Mrs. Cecile Sigler
1,525.87
authorizes abolishment of
Encyclopedia Brit. Films
covered among the Communists which
B. N. Lusby Co.
4,972.20 Lyon Co. Bd. of Ed
J. L Hicks
949.07
Inc.
or setting up individual
ceilings
about
learned
Hazel King
some who had
65.00 National Agri. Supply
Roy Thomas Mayes ...
699.32
Howard D. Happy
Catholic Church state controls.
of
the
A. E. Cravens
115.00
doctrines
Co.
73.57 Randolph Motors
Pauline Clift
285.00
Souse Do, Some Don't
National Ed. Association
190.00 Dorla Dean Stallings
be baptized.
28.35 West Ky. Surplus DisMrs. Ora B. Cantrell
1,066.61 and wanted to
Texas will go off rent controls
Society
the
Princeton City Bd. of
reports
day,
One
Vera Drennan
Jesse Chambliss
7.00
1,157.51
posal Agency
after October 19, but the legisof Education
5,942.35 Floyd E. Jones
Faith,
the
Propagation
of
for
the
Pearl I. Hartigan
105.00 Beckley-Cardy Co.
907.27
lature has empowered cities to
54.38
d. J. Brown
C. E. Lowery
105.09 Standard Printing
Walter Barnes
675.00 the military chief told a local clamp on local ceilings at will.
Hobby's Garage
71.90
105.00 William Palmer
J. W. McChesney
J. Suppelle Baker
649.80 priest one of the Communist
In Wisconsin, a new law signJames Howton
Chester Cravens
105.00 G. Homer Brown
675.00 wanted to be baptized. "You ed by the governor last weekend
Father,"
he
come,
not
should
105.00 School Service ComW. H. Pettit
G. H. Marshall
676.75
will abolish rent ceilings June
W. R. Butts
378.86
679.25 warned. 'We will baptize him
pany
625.93 G. E. Mitchell
1, 1950, but allow immediate
E. T. Lobb
90.75 Wood I Holloway
509.88 ourselves."
3,819.61 S. P. Traylor
The next morning at sunrise rent increases from 15 to 30 per
T. F. Towery
573.93 Charles Hubbard
203.60
3,761.85 W. Hampton Nichols
Clifton Clift
3,158.55 Herman Brenda
92.93 the Communists were executed. cent.
3,744.82 Morgans
The provision under which loIn the afternoon the military
Edw. F. Blackburn
3,205.75 Mrs. Wood Holloway .
Stevens
Chev.
Co.
398.48
15.00
Atha Stallings
2,182.23 Brucie Thomason
375.50 chief returned with a smile on cal actions were taken was rul165.00 Frank B. Blackburn
Lewis Felker
68.20 Caldwell Co. Fiscal
Charlie VanHooser
4.00 his face. 'Well, how did every- ed unconstitutional a fortnight
Gayle Kilgore
3.31
The Fyr-Fyter Co.
Court
19.95 thing go?" asked the priest. ago by a Chicago federal judge.
Bureau of School SerEdwin McElfatrick
Steger Lumber Company
25.00 "Very well, Father. I stood next Housing Expediter Woods imvice
Princeton Motor Sales
Farmers National Bank
534.76 to him and when the music stop- mediately announced the ruling
Johh. Watson
Harts' Service Sta.
Sears, Roebuck Co
691.64 ped immediately before the ex- would be appealed to the U. S.
Royal Typewriter Co.
Williams Texaco Ser.
99.75 ecution I baptised him. Before Supreme Court and that pendSta.
54.45 the water was dry on his head, 4nie judgment in the high court
2,857.22 D. T. Davis Co.
Guy G. Smith
203.58 he was already in the other he would continue to enforce
5.00 Jessie N. Spickard
Gulf Refining Co.
68.85 world. He never had a chance to the present law.
654.52 Mark Cunningham
Standard Oil Company 1,498.23 Stevens Ins. Agency
62.92 damn his soul!""
Mrs. Jane Griffin
22.80
65.00 Charles J. White
Still A Boy At 87
Sylvan Winn
25.00 Actual Bank Balance,
2,020.13 Marcelles Edwards .
'Par, England- (AP) -Dan
June 30, 1949
2,572.02 Chapman believes in the motto,
Interstate Printers and
Dixie Copeland
45.00
I, Atha Stallings. Treasurer of "Once a boy scout, always a
Hugh Boyd
Publishers
1,292.40
Chapter Supply ComMcGough Paint Shop
68.10 the Caldwell County Board of boy scout." Dan claims to be
pany
Ennis & Bakers
31.15 Education do hereby certify that the oldest scou'e In The world.
Mrs. J. W. McChesney
Pervis M. Grooms
852.32 the above is a true statement of He's 87.
Mrs. Nellie Crenshaw
Mrs. Edith Mason
881.66 the accounts received and disHe still leads'Par Troop 1 on
John E. Young , Ins
Mrs. Maggie VanHooser
981.26 bursed by said Board from July 10-mile hikes.
Agency
Goodakers' Store
1,185.79 1, 1948 to June 30, 1949.
He founded the troop and beSigned: Atha Stallings.
McConnell Elec. Co.
Princeton Welding and
came its scoutmaster back in
I, Elizabeth B. Rogers, do hereWood Drug Company
Radiator Co.
74.85
1908, the year after the scout
Mitchell Brothers
Young's Lumber Yard
14.67 by certify that the Caldwell Counmovement itself was started.
ty
Board
of
Education
had
Ky. Bi-Products
on
deHodge Motor Sales
33.70
Edw. F. Seiller, State
John W. Brooker
175.50 posit on June 30, 1949 at the
Platinum has been known to
Treas.
2,534.22 B. N. Lusby Co.
2,114.98 Farmers National Bank, Princethe scientific world for only
Mrs. Minnie Boitnott
738.74 Cedar Bluff Stone Co
16.86 ton, Kentucky, the sum of $3,about 200 years
Mrs. Eva Brown
769.76 Fredonia Trucking Co.
16.67 342.62.
Gold has been in use for some
Robert L. Brown
Signed: Elizabeth B. Rogers
Tertal Disbursements $151,309.97
1,114.06
600 years.
Mrs. Belle Calvert
Assistant Cashier,
813.94
RECAPITULATION
Mrs. Eva L. Creasey
Farmers National
1,041.61 Balance on hand July
We us* Genuine Ford PartsMrs. Alcie Dalton
Bank.
1, 1948
$ 9,373.90
1,042.91
identical twins to th• parts
Mrs. Juanita B. Morse
Subscribed and sworn to before
1,025.11 Total received during
hunt into your car.
Mrs. Edna Roberts
year
821.19
144,508.69 me by Atha Stallings and Elizabeth B. Rogers this 6th day of
Mrs. Guy Smith
986.26 Total of Balance and
Mrs. Lena Taylor
Receipts
786.39
153,882.59 August, 1949.
Mrs. Ilena W. Guess
John.0. McKinney
1,041.61 Total disbursed during
Mrs. Mina K. Thomason 1,234.47
Notary Public, Caldwell
year
151,309.97
A. M. Calvert
County. (My Com1,242.35 Balance on hand June
Mrs. Viola Parker
mission expires
30, 1949
1,000 46
2,572.62
May 20, 1953.
Mrs. Edith Oates
767.43 Balance in Wink June
Mrs. Virginia Strong
30, 1949
783.19
3,342.62
Mrs. Dora Cherry
The ancients valued sugar a
1,084.24 Outstanding checks,
MEN'S PANTS
John Mahan, P. M.
June 30, 1949
15.00
770.00 a medicine.
Austin Chastain1,900.00
Snag proof Guy G. Nichols
2,129.65
Size 29-36
Robert E. Hawkins
2,873.15
Roy Anderson, Jr.
2,571.73
Panther Oil & Grease
SAN FORIZED
Co.
211 W. Main St.
25.17
Phone 2028
KHAKI PANTS-Ruble Akridge
2.70
J. 0..Beshear
Size 30,38
229.83
Joiner Hdw. Co. .
5.65
Caldwell Co. Times
66.45
Caldwell Co. Health
Dept.
250.00
William H. Byrd
749.80
Harlan Stallings
9.00
Garland Tandy
3.50
Town of Fredonia School
GREY - BLUE
Bldg Bond & Int. Reor
SUN TAN
demption Fund
10,266.48
WORK PANTS . . .
Mrs. Esther W. Nichols 1,457.64
Mrs. Lucille Morse
1,758.60
Mrs. Rebecca M. Rice
1,532.34
CRIMSON CLOVER
Jack Byrd
2,269,49
HARD CLOVER
Rube L. Thursten
1,785.45
Mrs. Mary E. Barnes
1,400.04
VETCH
Cleo Frances Hart
1,390.84
RYE - BALBO
William L. Nichols
1,325.27
Mrs. Myrtle B. Brandon. 1,085.91
Mrs. Kathleen Perkins
1,194.15
Mrs. Kitty Quertermous 1,161.19
iie
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May I thank each and every one whoilp,
ported me in the recent primary. I am deeply
grateful for your confidence.
To my successful opponent, congratulatio%
and best wishes for victory in November.
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MOTORS

BOYS' BLUE
CHAMBRAY SHIRTSSize 6 to 14

95
Child's UNIONALLS
Pinchecks or Stripes
Sizes 0 to 8 .

MO. BEARDLESS
KY. NO. 1
JACKSON
KY. 31 FESCUE
ORCHARD GRASS
RYE GRASS
BROME GRASS
SUDAN GRASS
BLUE GRASS

SEED WHEAT
CLARKAN
RED HART
CURRELL'S PROLIFIC
SWEET CLOVER
RED CLOVER
LADINO
ALSIKE
VIGO

SEED CLEANING A SPECiALTY

CHECK THESE POINTS OF SUPERIORITY,
• NO MATCHES NEEDED
•CLOCK CONTROLLED OVEN
•RED WHEEL OVEN HEAT REGULATOR
•SWING OUT BROILER
•ONE PIECE TOP BURNER
•DELICIOUS COOKING
BUILT TO "CP" STANDARDS

Lilly Bros. Seed Co.
Hopkinsville
First Street and Railroad

b••••• If.,

More Wooten Cook on Magic C:Isal
Thom Oa Any Oaher Ages*

SEE IT TODAY AT

MITCHELL BROS. PLUMBING CO.

Sanforized Blue
CHAMBRAY SHIRTSSize 14/
1
2 to 20. .
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.
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area. where the hunters are attempting to lake them. However,
the regulations etilltinue, such
birds may be taken over properly shocked corn and standing
,..ssfort, Ky., — The season crops of corn. wheat, or other
and coot and grain or feed, and giants found
h,ras, waterfowl
-rewait
lbws'been
ricultural harvesting,
theJJ S,..rah end WildThseresjas
open -teams- r
the DivisSO'n of woodcock.
ife SW/lee and
The shooting period for rails
t and Fish.
shooting doves and
gallinules and sore is SepThe season for
September 1, and tember 1
through October 30.
...?ens and
both,days
Pe5se:4ton and bag limit for rails
on September 36,
limit
bag
daily
and galtinutes is 15, vitile fot
inclusive. Tbe
possession limit is 10 with sore possession and hag limits
hours being from are 25. Shooting hours
for rails
the shooting
sunset. Doves may and galinules are from
noon until
one-half
indirectly
or
taken
hour .before sunrise until sunyes be
of
use
or
aid,
means,
y by
set and the possession limit of
shelled, shocked, or unshucked 15 includes these two species
other until sunset
esen, or of wheat, salt or
and the possession
that has been so deposited, limit of 15 includes these two
as to constitute for species singly or in aggregate.
scattered
Or
attraction or
The open season for ducks,
such birds a lure,
enticement to, on, or over the geese, coot and red breasted and
American mergansers is Novem•
ber 29—January 7, both dates
inclusive, The daily bag limit for
ducks is 4 with a possession
limit of eight, which may not include more than one wood duck.
For geese the bag and possession
limit is four of which only two
can be Canadian or its stibspe;
des, or two white fronted geese
or one of each. Only 10 coots may
INCREASES rases yams be killed in one day and the possession limit is the same number,
Increased soil foss
while the possession limit for
Wiry enables Toss
to grow bigger sad
red breasted or American merkersercrops oafs,..
gansers is 25 singly or in the agSr acres. Maintain
a phosphonarsich.
gregate of both kinds. Shooting
fertile soil with
hours for water fowl or coot are
El
FOUR LRAF Pow,
one-half hour before sunrise undared Rock Phew
iL ['hate.
til one hour before Sunset, expA p•y••••ts mode as le•
cept on opening day which is
12 o'clock noon until one hour
before sunset.
WRITE TO
Migratory waterfowl and game
may be held in possession
Thompson Phosphate Co. birds
in frozen food lockers 90 days
411 S. Dearborn, Chicago, III. after the close of season. Any
birds stored however, must have

Hunting. Season For
oyes Opens Sept. 1

'with two very young children Fredonia Twins Still
wants to go shopping and you Get Identical Breaks
volunteer to take, care of the
Fredoniwe identical twins, HO
youngsters 'Mx baby, tucked iii Oil)) 110v Green have been doing
21 years.
for his nap, cries for two hours things Just alike for
By Cynthia Lowry
in
your soothing efforts. They made the same grades
despite
Al' Newefeaturee
and had bad
Junior,' a little older, dumps all school, got breaks
hav.c..
P.raci4G,i41...everYt.ine-,Aes. he lilt( total &FRIT fiocIr,7ftrfffei5 Tperson instead of
loves children. Some of the greatchases you with a acted like one
and
trums
...e.at.prosestants o st400.vf are hatchet- he •fnunthin the cellar. two. The latest report on them
says the two registered for the
the childless.
Did you (a) blame yourself
draft and drew consecutive numHowever, it is easy to admire
for not understanding children
bers, 74 and 48, from the gold
and think that other people's
(b) think the children showed
children are adorable. Most of the effect of poor discipline by fish bowl in Washington.
us see other people's children the parents or (c) wind up with
The cost of striping the rewhen they are clean on fairly never to take care of other peogood behavior, rested and per- a headache and a determination striping 100,00 miles of highway
each year is estimated at $3,800,mitted by their parents to ab- pie's children again?
000 or $28 a mile,
sorb candy, romp and show off.
Now then if your answers run
Following is a test for child- C' C A you should run out and the average reaction of a childless people to see if they really acquire'yourself a house full of less adult to an invasion of
ar children-lovers. Just answer children. You really and truly children.
• •
the questions propounded honest- rove them. Any other score,
• ly and we'll tell you how to
Try a Leader Classified MI •
however, indicates that you have
score yourself later.
Every
garden.
a
have
1. You
weekend and decent evening after work for months you've dug,
hoed, weeded planted, watered,
fed and coaxed. Now, happily,
you have the most beautiful
border of flowers in the whole
DRIVES IN A HARD RIGHT: Ezzarcl Charles, defending his NBA heavyweight title, drives in a
neighborhood. And one minute
hard right to the face of Challenger Gus Lesnev ich in sixth round of bout at Yankee Stadium in
DOWN
FAST!
tonight- when your back is turnNewyork. Lesnevich's left eye is badly cut. Gus failed to answer the bell for the eighth round
Speeds
steVeNrs
its curing •
e
ed, into the garden strolls dear
of the bout and Charles Was declared winner. ( AP Wirephoto.)
Yellows it foster
/
lowers high case
little Dickie, aged four, and with
• Yokes out
strut
More smoker
accurate statements of the numlightning speed his little fingers
quality •
gladioli,
prize
Higher
pluck off your
market prices •
ber and kinds of birds containI2Yan
Works in any
rip up your best rose bushes and
born
Less cost &
ed in the package clearly and
,S ‘
p sfr
troutte • leaves
rear the heads off the scabiosa.
no odor
'conspicuous* marked on the
No
spark whatever
He also tramples to death the
outside.
delphinium.
will be shooting in the middle
All guns must be plugged to
Did you (a) spank him (b)
By Tom Sellers
Ask Your
hold not more than three shells
Birmingham Ala.—Ever try to 80s soon. Quite often he whips yell at him or (c) smile upon
Dealer
in the barrel and chamber com- hit a gulf ball with your eyes r, golfer who has eyesight, a feat him?
2. Your old college chum and
bined, and the plug shall be placthat affords him imense satisclosed?
his family of four, including
ed in the gun so it cannot be reThen you'll admire Charlies faction.
three little ones, drop in to call
moved except by disassembling
Charlie is married and has two on a Sunday afternoon. The
the gun. No shotgun larger than Boswell, a champion who wal10 ga. shall .be used. All legal lops them straight and far al- children—a boy and girl. He is youngsters break the Ming vase
an avid baseball and football while chasing your dog, drop
shotguns to be fired from the though he can't see.
shoulder. Rifles are forbidden on Blind for five years, Charlie fan, plays bridge and likes t3 and smash a jar of strawberry
has captured two national blind "read" book recordings at his jam on the living room rug, slam
any kind of migratory birds.
the doors constantly.
No power driven boat, either golf championships and placed comfortable home here.
Shortly after Charlie came
Did you (a)'suddenly rememoutboard or inboard may be us- third in an international meet
ed in taking waterfowl or coot. His latest national victory was home from the war, the Alabama ber a five o'clock appointment
The use of an automobile or air- at Norristown, Pa., recehtly with football team played an intra- (b) suggest they might like to
squad benefit game for him. see another old college chum
craft as an aid in hunting is a score 213 in 36 holes.
Boswell, a .soft-spoken South- People from all over the state living nearby or (c) enter into
forbidden except as a means of
erner, was blinded by a Ger- came to "Boswells, Day" and the spirit of youthful play?
transportation.
3. Your next door neighbor
A duck stamp is required to man shell in the bitter Ruhr Val- bought $30,000 worth of tickets.
take migratory waterfowl of all ley fighting of 1944. He had It was enough to stake Charlie
never played golf, but romped to a fair start as a civilian.
to football fame in the '30s as
On his recent tournament
a halfback at the University of jaunt, Charlies was talking golf
Alabama.
with Bob Allman, blind attorney
and
At 3a, Charlie is manager of and golf opponent, in a Philadelthe sporting goods department phia hotel room.
for
of a large Birmingham depart"Bob, you just don't putt
Al Conditioned, Comfortable Chairs,
ment store. At every opportuni- right," commented Charlie. "i
• GOOD QUALITY
Friendly Atmosphere
\
those
of
can tell by the sound of the
ty he's off to the links.
I Always Visit Us When In Town
HIGHLY-PRIZED
"Golf is the most wonderful ball."
• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
Whereupon Charlie and Grant
/thing that ever happened 'to
PRINTS
'GOOD VALUE
me," he says. "I'll go anywhere Thomas got out a putter and
Also Roll Film Developing
some balls, laid a water glass
in the country to play."
• IN GOOD TASTE
Blind golfers play the game on the floor 15 feet away and
and Printing
with the aid of a coach who blind golfer Boswell proceeded
aligns the clubs, advises them 'of to give blind golfer Allman a
900
distance, hazards and type of putting lesson.
Hopkinsville
Phone 7
"And do you know," says Allshot required. Charlie's coach
107,i W. Ct. Sq.
is Grant Thomas a lifelong man, "within 15 minutes I was
Phone 2149
putting a good percentage of
Princeton, Ky. friend.
Phone 3284
"We play right out of the them into the glass! Boy, what
book," says Charlie. "That's the a golfer that guy is — and what
value of it to the blind fellow— a guy!"
to tackle a job and overpower
it.
Private Billy L. Corley
'Practice—that's what does it;
constant
practice. Eventually Is Stationed In Japan
Private Billy L. Corley is takyou begin to get a fifth sense to
make up for your lost eyesight. ing a course of instruction as a
You get so you can feel a course medical technician with the
Clearing Company, 15th Medical
out."
Charlie took up golf while con- Battalion of the First Cavalry
valescing at Valley Forge, Pa., Division, on occupational duty
veterans hospital in 1945. mind in the Tokyo-Yokohama Area of
veterans there were encouraged Central Honshu. He is on detachto take part in a sports orienta- ed service with the 28th Station
Hospital, Osaka Japan. Private
tion program.
Pretty soon Charlies was bang- Corley is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
ing- away every chance he got. Elvie Corley, 702 Varmint Trace
icirGe
The game was a challenge and Road.
1
se/ection
u S 11(3‘
he was determined to master it.
• DEW°
The Chinese use fans to blow
6000 USED
The record shows that he did.
Reduced irorn
His friends say he probably up fires, dust furniture, cool
food and tea and shade their eyes
$1595
r/RES
persons 16 years of age or older. from the sun, among other things.
to
Elk0n
A state hunting license is reCADILLACS
The Tea Bureau reports . that
ON
01°1
10
quired of all persona regardless two-thirds of all Americans 12
01110S
0
5
la• ViS*
12.95
M0 .0
$
Yes)
of take in taking migratory years old and over drink iced tea
(Vlus
ROY°% ”
ROID.
Up
in the summer.
waterfowl and doves.
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Loving Children
From A Distance

•
•
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OBACCO

Blind Golf Champion
Finds 'Fifth' Sense

FENGI-SAN

RATLIFF HARDWARE, Princeton

When In Hopkinsville
Make

Dead Stock
WANTED

Wood's Drug Store

COPYING I

MEMORIALS

The Kentucky Renderiny Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Cali
We pay all phone charges.

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
Phone 3698

Princeton, Ky.

Your Shopping Center

RESTORATION

Wood's Drug Store

Burton's Studio

Henry Sz Henry

AVE
W012111
501PRIMIS
Age
171,0
OW
Yea

NOTICE!

Ill°

TAXPAYERS

mow
„, .
13

IOU

Tax Commissioner's Office Is Open
For Benefit of Taxpayers

It shall be the duty of the taxpayers to appear at the
Tax Commissioner's Office. Taxpayers are governed by
the following law, according to the Kentucky Statute
Section 13/.220:
having
"It shall be the duty of persons owning or
any interest in taxable property in Caldwell County to
July 1
appear before the tax commissioner between
and September 1, 1949, and have same listed."

Mrs. S. J. Larkins
Tax Commissioner Caldwell County

Auction Sale
Monday, Aug. 29, 1949
Beginning 10 a. m.
We will offer at auction the entire household
and personal property of Mrs. Irene Callahan, an
incompetent. •
The sale will take place at her residence on
Franklin street, just north of Market.
This property includes several pieces of antique furniture which have been in her family
several generations. Also included are many
pieces of valuable chinaware whave also been
in her family many years.
We invite the public to see these articles of exceptional values.
Committee for Irene Callahan

FARMERS NATIONAL BANK

WORI.D'S MOST FAMOUS
SAFETY TIRE

U S. ROYAL MASTER
• Greatest stopptag tire *wit developed
• Up to 60% more anti•skid miles
• Renewable tread —nisw•tire safety
to HI. lost mite
FIRST CHOICE FOR THE FINEST
NEW CARS

-WM.MASTER

7t4
US fiOYAl

U.S.ROYAL _yzAR,
•

• SOFTER CUSHIONING
•'EASIER STEERING
IF MORE AIR AT LISS etessuer

FREE DEMONSTRATION!
EXACTLY DESIGNED T

FIT YOUR PRESENT WHEELS

6\NAP

'U.S.
ROYAL

,d50-

EILTLJ

Princeton Tire & Recapping Co.
211 N. Harrison

Phone 2819

nos;

•

M
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A. It Walker and
ha 446
Mrs. J. H. Calloway
lee
nesday, Aug. 10, to
visit 44'
home, located near Lama
.

Pelidonc414
eseseesetivass-eateade.
•

fer4-1.$4.......14.4.5.4.0.5 to
of thee news.

to-

_
Whittington-Pruett

Yates-Franklin

18,194

Mr. and Mrs. Russell Patter.
eon, Georgetown, are • visiting
Mrs atterson's Pparents, M
`MI"ltifer-niffbr -Vatter
• • •
and Mrs. Moretell--- McEuen, Madisonville, were the
guests lust Wednesday and
Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
Miles.
• • •
•
Miss Clara Mason, Hopkinsvale, was the weekend guest of
her sister, Mrs. Rubye Spurlock.
• •
Mrs. Reginald Rice, Jr., and
children, Fond du Lac, Wis.,
spent a week's vacation with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. E.
O'Hara.

•

•

Mr. J, _Ss
NiCibeisslitesee4
D. C., spent several
dayi }kg
week with his father, jaa-ro
anchors
, and Mrs
Nichsay:t
dyvIlle Road.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. James
Icy and daughter,
Linda Las ki
Mr. and Mna Charles
it eivii
visited Mr. and Mrs.
Goforth, Erwin,
Tenn.,
• • . last,
Mr. and Mrs. F.
Q. haat
and daughter, Shirley
Jen,Ili
son, Sterling, of
Phila.*
Miss., are visiting
their deo.
ter and sister, Mrs cad
Smith, Mr. Smith,
and LIth
daughter, Patricia, S.
Jefierss
street,

The marriage of Miss Verna
The marriage of Miss Dorothy
Yates, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Louise Whittington, daughter of
A. P. Yates, Madisonville street,
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Whittington,
and Mr. John W. Franklin, son
Kuttawa, and Sgt. Clifton B.
of Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Franklin,
Pruett,
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
Farmersvil
comle
Sr, of the
Clifton B. Pruett, Sr., took place
munity, took place in Hopkinsat 4 o'clock Sunday afternoon,
ville Saturday, Aug. 13. The
Christian.
Aug. 14, in First
double ring ceremony was read
Church.
by the Rev. A. E. Ladd.
Attendants were Mr. and Mrs.
The double ring ceremony was
read by the Rev, George W.
Donald McCaslin, sisiter and
brother-in-law of the bride:
Filer before an altar simply decorated with white gladioli and
groom, Miss Margaret Banks and
green fern.
Mr. R. C. Franklin Jr., brother
•
Preceding the ceremony, Miss
of the bridegroom.
•
6
Jayne Hogan sang "Because".
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Robards
For her wedding, the bride
Mr. and Mrs.
W1u,y
Mrs. Everett Cherry, organist, and children, Bobby, Jimmie and
wore a frock of white eyelet and
Adams and children, las
.
1
played the wedding march from Stevie, Madisonville, were the
green accessories. Her corsage
Marie
and
Wynn
Joyce
Miss
Jennifer, of eivrai,
Lohengrin as the wedding party Sunday guests of Mrs. Walter
was of red roses.
,boro, spent Tuesday with tei
entered the church, and "Oh Carter and family.
Mrs. McCaslin wore black and Wynn-Todd
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
• • •
e
Promise
a corsage of red roses.
Me" during the pledgWynn,
Hugo
Mrs.
Mr. and
Adams, Cadiz road, and
Ma le
Mrs. Franklin is a graduate of Lamasco, announce the engage- ing of the vows.
Misses Ernestine Tatum and
Mrs. Lawrence Sims, Sr.,
asa
Butler High School.
Mrs. Lois Appleby, Zanes- Jettie Scott attended the Barkment of their daughter, Miss
3.
Mr. Franklin is a veteran of Joyce Wynn, to James Todd, son ville, 0., was her sister's matron- ley Day air show Sunday at
• • •
World War II and is an employe of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Todd, of of-honor. Sgt. Michael A. Bos- Paducah.
Mrs. H. L. Hobby and al*,
• • •
of the Princeton Hosiery Mills. Maysville.
ack, Yokohama, Japan, was Sgt.
ter, Kathleen, S. Seminarystea
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin will
Pruett's
best
Mr.
and
man.
Mrs.
Ushers
George
and
Eldred
The wedding will take place
an r-journal left Monday to visit relative s
make their home in Princeton.
UrteRY be
August 19, at the Central Chris- candlelighters were Bobby Clay- and son, John, were the weekLouisville,
ton
PRINCET
and
end
Don
ONIANS
guests
Granstaff.
of Mrs. Eldred's moAT KENTUCKY LAKE: Gathered around a picnic table at the park were Janet
tion Church, Lexington.
• • •
Immediate
ly after the cere- ther Mrs. Eugene Seaton, Pa- Baker, Princeton, seated, right; Clockwise, Anette Parker, Almo; Mrs. Mark Parker, Hopkinsville,
Miss Wynn is empl6yed
Dillingham-Orange
Mr.
Alfred
Ehrenwald, Mae
Mrs. Eula Dillingham, Dawson The Lexington Herald-Leader mony a reception was given for ducah. Mrs. Seaton accompanied Mrs. G. T. Parker, Newton, Miss.; from Princeton, Mrs. Voylie Brown J. W. Mitchell, Mrs. Travis
ville, Tenn., was a business
Sisk; Greg Brown, Detroit; Bobby Sisk, Gerald and mother, Mrs. Vernon Burchett, Princeton.
rs
Springs, announces the marriage as assistand in National Adver- the bride and bridegroom at tha them home for a visit.
tor
here Tuesday.
• • •
of her daughter, Doretta, to Mr. tising. She formerly was on the Henrietta apartment of Mr. and
•
Clyde
Hamby
•
.
were Mr. Hamby's Mrs. Ed Scurlock, Dulaney.
their home in Oklahoma City,
Mrs. Amelia Engelhardt, BaldDareII Orange, son of Mr. and staff of the Princeton Leader. Mrs. Pruett. Approximately 50
• • •
Miss Nancy Helen Dollar,
Okla., last weekend after a visit
win, Ill., is visiting her son, Dr. mother, Mrs. L. 0. Hamby, Sr.,
g
Mr. Todd is assistant manager guests were present.
Mrs. Z. D. Orange, of the White
Mrs. Glen Cartwright, Arnold's
Out ofstown guests included C. F. Engelhardt, and Mrs. En- Harrisburg, Ill., and his brother,
to Mesdames Berdie Moore and Bismarch, N. D., and a deans
Schoolhouse community. The of Schine's Russel Theatre in
store,
vacationin
with
is
this
week.
g
General
E. J. Whittington and James E. gelhardt.
Mills, Menne*
L. 0. Hamby, Jr., and Mrs. Hamceremony was performed at Maysville.
Dixie Vivian and Mr. and Mrs.
• • •
Minn., visited Mr. and
• • •
by, Pontiac, Mich.
Whittington, brothers of the bride
Ma
Providence August, 6, at 10 o'Moore
Willard
and
family.
EnMr. and Mrs. W. H. Geurin,
• • •
Steger Dollar, Bowling ay*
J. G. Whittington father of the
Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
clock, with the Rev. Albert Mrs. Creekmu
route
home,
they visited rela- and Mr. and Mrs.
r Entertains bride; Mrs. J. P. Dicks aunt of end Mrs Paul Rowland, Farmers- Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Miles Sarasota, Fla., were the guests
Jams We
Kemp, officiating.
tives in Indiana.
and family, Madnonville,
the bride, and Janice Faye Lock- vine, were Misses Gloria Row- were the weekend guests of Miss of Mr. Geurin's sister, Mrs. L. E.
Accompanying the couple was In Honor Of Mother
• • •
week.
Thursday Miss Wet
Mrs. Herschel Creekmur en- hart, niece of the bride, all of land and Florence Merrick and Ruth Ashmore, Murray.
O'Hara, and Mr. O'Hara for a
bride's mother, the bridegroom's
Mrs. Fred Taylor and niece, teed Mr. and Mn,,
•
• • •
W. It Web
Mr, and Mrs. Ted Gray, PrincesJew days. They are enroute to Mrs. Carl Davenport,
-mother, Miss Linda Orange and tertained with a tea at her home Kuttawa.
of
Tulsa, Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Billy leglaa:
Mrs. Sam Stephens, West Ken- Detroit. Mich., to spend several
Monday afternoon in honor of
ton; Mr. and
Mrs. Waiter
Clifton Jones.
Okla.,
spent
Friday in Rochester. Mrs Berdie Stegar,
Brown, Crayne, and Mrs. Urey tucky Gas Co., is on vacation this weeks.
/be Get
Mr. and Mrs. grange are at the 83rd birthday of her mother, Recent Bride Honored
Mrs. Davenport's son, Billy, re- Martin and Mrs.
week.
• • •
Mrs. Emma Lester. Mrs. CreekWilliamson.'
Ray Eli list
home in Dawson Springs.
turned
to
Princeton
•
•
with
•
them
•
•
•
At
Shower
• • •
Thursday
mur was assisted by her sisMr. and Mrs. Robert Traylor after
a visit there with relatives.
Mrs. Berney Jones is spending
Mrs. Earl Spurlock, recent
Mrs. H. W. Nichols swat la
ters, Mrs. Guy Shoulders and
Mrs. Don Boitnott and childand son, of Madisonville, spent
• • •
the
week
Towerys Entertain
bride, was honored at a shower ren and Mrs.
in Louisville.
Thursday and Friday in Me.
Mrs. Henry Lester.
day
one
last week with relatives
Reginald Rice, Jr.,,
•
•
•
Mrs.
Robert
H. Dalzell, Frank- field with her cousin,
Mesdames
Jennie
Nichols, Thursday afternoon at the home and children, Fond du Lac, Wis.,
Guests Over Weekend
Mraltak
Miss Bessie Brelsford has re- here.
lin street spent several days Rhodes,
• • •
Mr. Rhodes and the
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Shultz Jodie Newsom, Emma Boaz, L. of Mrs. V. T. Holt, Dulaney. Mrs. are visiting their brother, George
turned after visiting her brother,
last
week
in
Paris
Spurlock
and
Frankwas
two
formerly
sons, Frankie and JoieMiss Anna Louise Loftus, ocMiss Lu- O'Harra, Sarasota, Fla.
and Mr. and Mrs. Mahlon Shel- C. Gore, Dixie Vivian, C. L.
Homer Brelsford, and Mrs. Brels• • •
• • •
cupational therapist at Thayer fort.
bourne and sons, Roy and Dick, Weeks, J. F. Mite ell, Georgia cille Slick.
•
•
•
ford,
Memphis,
Tenn.
Present were .Mesdames Lois
General
Miss
Hospital,
Billie
Jo Freeman, L.Nashville,
all of Paducah, spent last week- Stone, Hugh M phy, Bettie
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Jensky
• • •
Mr. C. S. Cqllier, Highland vine is the
guest of Miss Dor
end with Mr. and Mrs. R. Roy Smiley, Bob Cat tt, 011ie Mit- Slick, Mary Spurlock, Luther were the weekend guests of I.
Mr. and Mrs. Al Thomas Page Tenn., arrived Saturday to visit, Avenue, was
a visitor in Hop- Ann Wood, Plum street.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Towery, West Main street. Mr. chelll, Lucy Bro
Mary Stone, Crowe, Blanche Jordan, Flora Logan Traylor and family, Cri- returned to their home in
Rich• • •
Loftus, Sr., Washington street. kinsville Monday.
and Mrs. Billy Giannini and Lillie Belle Ch dress, Bertha Holt, Francis Scott, James Jor- der.
mond
Saturday
• • •
after a week's
• • •
• • •
Messrs.
little son, Billy, Jr., of near Mitchell, Lillie .- Murphy, Jane dan, Nina Barrett, Lois Mitchell,
Edward
and
vacation with Mrs. Page's parMrs. Carl Davenport and son, Brown,
Misses Berdie
and Myrtle
Detroit, Mich., and
Princeton, joined the group Sun- Loftus,• Amble Childress, Frank Beulah Ladd, Lonnie Mitchell,
Mrs. Clyde Frothingham, Me- ents, Mr. and Mrs. L. E. O'Hara,
Billy,
returned
Nichols, W. Main street, have
Monday to their Helen Brown, Lexington, .•
day for a dinner in honor of Farmer, W. W. Childress, J. S. Rachel Smithers, Louard Jordan, tropolis Ill., was the guest last E. Main street.
returned from a vacation in Wis- home in Tulsa, Okla., after a visiting their parents, Mi.
Mr. Towery's birthday. Mr. and Murphy, and Ethel Smiley were Albert Gray and Hunter Blick, week of her parents, Mr. and
• • •
Misses Louise Jordan, Betty and Mrs. J.
consin. Enroute home, they visit- visit to her aunt, Mrs. Fred Tay- Mrs. E. R. Brown, W. M • •
Mrs. Irvin Huddleston, Harrods- present.
T. Coleman, S. JefferMr. and Mrs. J. E. French ated Mr. and Mrs. Walter Davis, lor, and cousin, Mr. Rumsey Miss Brown will acc.
Grandchildren present were Jean Holt, Sue and Sylvia Spur- son street.
burg, also visited Mr. and Mrs.
tended
the Illinois State Fair, Waterloo,
Is., former residents Taylor, and family.
• • •
brothers to Detroit
Shultz here Friday, enroute to Jackie Shoulders, Jean, George, lock, Mary Lee Scott, Martha
Springfield, last weekend.
• • •
Blick, Yvonne and Marie Mit- s Mr. and Mrs.
here.
for a visit before ri
St. Louis te attend a baseball Lester and Linda Creekmur.
•
•
•
Goodwin Thom•
•
•
Mrs. Ira Fears and children Lexington.
chell, Marylon Joyce and Bon- son and
game.
children, Barbara and • Mrs. Maureen Meadows and
nie Dean Ladd, Sue and Joyce Pete, are
Mr. and Mrs. Gardner White were visitors in Hopkinsville
• • •
visiting Mr. Thomson's son, Armidale, are vacationing
Gives Brush Party
Holt and Crystal and Wilma mother,
spent several days last week in Monday.
Miss Georgia Dalton and Ma
Little Harriet Holsgood, HopMrs. McKee Thomson, in Ohio.
Mrs. Lester Cartwright enter• • •
St. Louis, Mo.
Percy Dalton left Wednede
kinsville, is visiting her mother, tained with a brush party Tues- Mitchell, the guest of honor and 299 Washington street.
• • •
• • •
Mrs, Lee Cardin and daughter, for several days' visit
• • •
Mrs. Richard G. Morgan, and day afternoon at her home. the hostess.
to reknit,
Gayle Spurlock spent Sunday
Mr.
and
Mrs. L. E. Babcock Nancy, were visitors in Hopkins- in Detroit, Mich.,
Sending gifts were Mr. and
Mr. Morgan, Washington street. About 15 persons were present.
Friday guests of Mr. and Mrs. at the home of his
They will
grandmoth
and
er,
daughter, Jane. returned to ville Monday.
Mrs. Ed Spurlock, Mr. and Mrs.
so spend one day in Canada.
J. B. Lewis, Mr. and Mrs Howard McConnell, Mr and Mrs
Carmie Carter, Mr. and Mrs.
Curtis George, the Rev. and Mrs.
Reed Woodall, Mesdames Virginia Alsobrook, N. C. McCarty,
Arthur Davis, Pecola Lewis,
Sadie Scott, Sam Traylor, Dorotha McCaslin, R, C. Franklin,
Mae Morris, Hallie Overby, Sam
Cash, Alice Denham, D. M. Calvert, Earl Shelton and William
Tandy and Misses Lucille Buchannon, Patsy Holt, Clara Mason,
Ima and Jettie Scott and Elaine
Morris.

Dinner Party
Mesdames Rumsey B. Taylor
and J. B. Lester entertained
Mrs. Carl Davenport of Tulsa,
Okla. with a dinner 'party Thursday night, Aug. 11, at Mrs. Taylor's home on Locust street.
Present were Mr. and Mrs. J.
B. Lester, Mr and Mrs. Rumsey
Taylor, Mrs. D. 0. Dugger and
daughter, Donna Ann, of Sheffield, Ala., Mrs. Dana Wood and
daughter, Dorothy Ann, Mrs. Carl
Davenport, Mrs. Fred Taylor,
Mrs. Mallie Pollard and Nancy
Taylor.

a

Mrs. Curtis Sigler
Honored At Shower

New Complernentwry
Color in
•

ifrta
15 Denier - $1.35
30 Denier - $1.15
The mellowed hue was specially created for

A stork shower in honor of
Mrs. Curtis Sigler was given
Saturday night by Mrs, Lester
Cartwright and Mrs. Bernard
Hobby at the home of Mrs. Cartwright. Present were Mesdames
Basil Dalton, Sam McConnell,
Freddie Stallins, F. P. Giannini,
Jr., C. E. Kercheval, J. L. Sigler,
Hazel Dobbins; Walter Rogers,
Bertie Moore, Robert Coleman,
Roy Sullivan and Glover Lewis,
Misses Jayne Hogan, Patricia
Snider, Dorothy Cash and Grace
Rae, Tommy McConnell, Dave
Cartwright, the guest-of-honor,
and the hostesses.

smart shoes and bags in thslovely new

taupe leathers. Buy several pairs of 51 gauge,
15 denier nylons in Fall Taupe and
you'll be set for many occasions (it goes not only
with browns but with the new blue,
grape and burgundy tones).

Princeton Shoe Co.

Mrs. Lester Honors
Mother On Birthday
Mrs. H. C. Lester, N. Jefferson
street, entertained her mother,
Mrs. Frank Farmer, with a dinner party at the Lennox Hotel,
St. Louis, Mo., In honor of her
76th birthday, August 10. Also
they spent several days sightseeing and attended, the operetta,
"Roberta".
Try a Leader Classified Ad/

LOOK WHAT THAT
DOLLAR CAN BUT

NEW WOOLEN
MATERIALS
Rose, Grey, Blue
54" wide

$1.00yd.
4 yds. Print
$11.00

DRESS LENGTH
REMNANTS

$1.00
Reg. 59c Towels
2 for

$1.00

KITCHEN
LADIES' PANTIESI
CURTAINS
3 pairs for

$1.00

Cottage Style

$1.00 pr.

Children's
GOWNS Ladies Slip DRE
SSES
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
COTTON
BLANKETS
Single

BOYS' SPORT
SHIRTS

$1.00

$1.00

BOYS' SOCKS
4 pairs

ODD SIZES BOYS'
Munsingwear

$1.00

Beautiful
TAFFETAS
Heavy quality . . . New
fall shades
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SHOP At PURDY'S
$1.00 Will Hold That New
Fall Dress On Lay Away
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en Without A Country
reciit A Big Problem
By herb •AltachiciI
Witilr
,id when Adolf Hitler's
.. goose-stepped into Po!le had been a Pole all his
it Hitler told him he was
'an.
-‘art life went on pretty
as it had before the Gerante. Except that his dada off to fight and never
.rck. And when he was 15,
told the great war was
it Then the other Poles said
. didn't want Kurt any more,
did hm to go beck to Get-

Cveiblinyflies Vend from which
-if?flireaTgj5mj.
grated nearly a century earlier.
If he's lucky, he now has a place
to live and maybe he even has a
job. If he's extra lucky, he has
a coat on his back and shoes on
his feet. And he's luckiest of
all if he still has his family.
The problem of the German
refugee is one of the most criti- wandering mass of Germans—a
cal now facing the violence- problem the Quaker organitafain hopes can be solved.
marked four zones of Germany.
The Friends believe the United
That problem is detailed in a reNations might make some efport by. the Ainerican Friends
fort to help the German refuService Committee, Nobel-prize
gees as U. N. helps refugees of
winning Quaker relief agency.
every other descent. To help
Kurt is a symbol of the prolike 12,000,000 other
other refugees, the U. N. set up
:erg of Europe, went to blem confronting the suffering, an
International Refugee Or- ganization. But this IRO specifically ruled out "persons of
German ethnic origin."
Hugh Jenkins, who returned
from Germany just a month ago,
said that not only don't the lands
of their birth want these wanderers but the Germans don't
want them either. After all, these
refugees are competing with Germans for jobs and they aren't
Germans at all. •
Of the 12,000,000 German refugees, about one-fourth are children. German relief agencies as
well as some from Great Britain
and the United States are trying
to help. But the Quakers say the
Phone 2441
W. Main St.
aid isn't enough.
Princeton, Ky.
There aren't enough jobs;
there isn't enough food and
above all, there is no place for
the refugee to live. About twothirds of them live in the three
western zones of Germany. Virtually all of the Quaker information comes from those in the
western zones; practically none
from the Russian zone
Jenkins said hundreds of refu-

FOR SALE!

We now have a number of houses
'and lots for sale . . . and several
farms.

C. A. Woodall

INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE

IF SCHOOL EXPENSES
SET YOU BACK
WE'LL GLADLY LEND
THE CASH YOU LACK
DoUal ...a

aped l
in go.
Mrs. Frei
and their
d Jolinno.

Guard Sentenced
M us- hi ha use n---(Al')--The inmates of the Mueldhausen
in Soviet-occupied Thuringia, had a good time when
lisoxiceenvt—W. tsroteiriagel- 'Wag
in .1.1uaxg.t.1--.11e.....aulatost. theaw. Sus
parties in his apartment, let two
so-called economic saboteurs escape to Western Germany and
granted leave to prisoners on
his own authority. Now it's over.
Tho provincial court sent the
sergeant to jail for three and a
half years.

More than 33 million short
tons of cane and beet sugar were
produced by the worl in 1947.

li4SiU '5J

II
iIi 15

Nickel-plating was first developed on a cominercial basis
about 1870 in England.
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Is Your Hock
Ready'to ilouse:'

You can get extra cash from us to outfit the children
sr for anything else that will kelp you.
he a prompt, friendly loan. corms in or phone ye tedeek

V4e 0414 20-,Itowei Reipitereat
lake as long as 20 months to repay your loon, If you NW.
'Well help you arrange payments that fit your Mons*.

fhtte481ttie FINANCE CORPORATION OF KY
PHONE 2881
W. MARKET ST.
Princeton, Ky. iiRORGE R. WOODRUFF, Mgr.

You'll want only the hest pullets for the laying flock. If
disease has held some back,
give a Dr. Salsbury's Avi-Tab
10-day treatment before housing. An -Tab perks up rundown birds—stimulates feed
consumption, promotes good
digestion. Easy to give, low
in cost. Ask for Avi-Tab, now.

Methodists' Matty
Has Time To Moan

Page Seven

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Bibte School, 9:45 o'clock.
tttearft-Se"Witt.. II 81Cal1fC--

•

By Harold V. Ratliff
about what rnitlit have been ln
'
Dallas—William Madison Bell, stead of. what happened.
who got fired at Texas A&M, Bell repeatedly asserts ' that PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old Madisonville Road, Rev
which now can't win a football the fans worry more than he, but
William E. Cunningham, pastor,
game, and became coach at South- ih the next breath chides himself
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
ern Methodist, wilich considers for smoking two packs of cigaMorning Worship 11:00 a.m.
losing one a major catastrophe, is rettes during a game. Aparently
Young People's Service 6:00
in fine form as the 1949 season the last two seasons have elimi- p.m.
nated any possibility that, at the
nears. Fne form for a moaner,
Evangelistic Service 7;30 p.m.
age of 50, he might lose the
that is.
prayer
Wednesday everang
sobriquet of Moanin' Matty, by
He's been picking his team to
service 7:00 p.m.
which
universally
he
is
knawn.
lose for years. He got specific lint
Saturday, Evangelistic service
He himself a,lways has insisted
year and said it woul-1 drop three
that this is a gross misnomer and '4:00 p.m.
games. Now he's out with the
Youth Fellowship, 8 p.m.
that he is cheerful compared to
forecast that Southern Methodist
7:30 Evening Worship.
most other coaches.
will lose four next fall.
Morning Worship, 11 a.m.
The /949 season is Bell's twenThe records show that if Matty was a gambling man he'd have ty-sixth as head coach in the CENTRAL
PRESBYTERIAN
Southwest Conference. He won
gone broke. Southern Methodist
his 150th game last year, also his SUNDAY
lost one game out of 22 played
9:45 o'clock, Sunday School
first bowl game in three tries.
the last two seasons and raked
He doesn't give many appear- WEDNESDAY
in over $140,000 in Cotton Bowl
7:30 o'clock, Midweek Service
ances of a man who worries. But
cash while tying once and win8:15 o'clock, Choir Practice
his players, who know him best.
ning once.
OGDEN METHODIST
see the symptons.
Matty has been coaching MU
Bell often gets so excited he Dr. Summers Brinson, Pastor
eleven of the last fourteen years
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
can't tell them whom they are to
and has won 76 games against
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
substitute for. So they tell him.
36 losses and seven ties. SouthLast year Matty yelled for his
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
ern Methodist was Southwest
ace line-backer, David Moon. A 6 o'clock
Conference champion three times
player reminded Bell that David
Evening Worship, 7 o'clock
—1935, 1947 and 1948; tied for
already was in the game, perWednesday Evening Service, 7
the title in 1940; finished second
forming on defense. "Well," said o'clock
three times and played in the
Matty, "that's where he's supRose Bowl in 1936 — the only
posed to be."
FIRST BAPTIST
Southwestern team ever to reach
The players also chuckled
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor.
Pasadena on a post-season junabout the time he was talking to
9:45 a.m. Sunday SchooL
ket—losing to Stamford 7-0.
Billy Mizell, a Mustang fullback,
10:50 a.m. Morning Service
Few normal hearts survive on
"I never forgot a name," said
645 p.m. Training Union.
the hilltop after the last two
Matty proudly to Mizell. "Isn't
campaigns in which the Mustangs that
right, Johnny?"
LEBANON BAPTIST
made a specialty of late rallies.
Bell was fired at Texas A&M
(Rev. Z. Cannon. pastor)
Perhaps the reason Bell still is in
1933 for failure to win as
Services held every second
a pessimist is that he thinks
many games as the alumni Saturday night at 7:30 o'clock
gees are tyring daily to make thought he should, particularly and Sunday morning at 11
their way from the Russian zone from Southern Methodist and a'clock.
into the western sections of Ger- Texas Christian. Matty says the
many "and more than 90 per folks at Aggieland had neglected ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
to get him any players but apcent are being turned back."
PRINCETON
"All of these people cannot parently that wasn't ,considered CHURCH OF THE IMMACUa
mitigating
circumstance.
be accepted in the western
Bell got Southern Methodist to LATE CONCEPTION, EARLzones," Jen_kins said. "After all,
hire him as assistant to Ray Mor- INGTON
these zones are very much overFirst, third and fifth Sundays,
rison. SMU went through a pretty
crowded already."
good season in 1943, winning Mass at 8 o'clock.
Those being accepted in the
Second and fourth Sundays,
eight, losing two and tying two,
west are dependents and "genubut Morrison answered a call Mass at 10 o'clock.
ine" • political refugees. Politi- from his
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock.
alma mater and went to
cal refugees must prove that they Vanderbilt.
Bell stepped up as OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOSare in danger if they May in the head coach and in 1935
South- PITAL CHAPEL
Russian zone. Official Washing- ern Methodist rolled unbeaten
First, third and fifth Sundays,
ton, London and Paris frown on through a campaign of twelve Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
formal relief for these refugees, games and got the Rose Bowl bid.
Second and fourth Sundays,
the committee said, basing ob- He's been sitting pretty solid ever Mass at 8 o'clock.
jections on the groud that many since. But it hasn't changed his
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock.
are Nazis.
lachrymose ways. In fact, the 21Rev. William Borntraeger is
The Quakers toss the problem 13 Southern Methodist win., over pastor and the Rev. Richard
plunk into the lap of the United Oregon in the Cotton Bowl added Clements, assistant pastor, at
Nations, saying each of the na- perceptibly to his stature. He had these three churches.
tions has signed a declaration of picked his team to lose to Oregon
by three touchdowns,
human rights.
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
Rev. J. T. Cunningham will
preach at Cedar Bluff Baptist
Church Sunday at 11 o'clock, it
is announced.

Take Your Choice-

Detroit, - (AI') --A
research
veterinarian had good news for
cattle-'and diiItr—Uaters this
L.
-weak.
ac.
Dr. I. FoAst Huddieson, of
Michigan State College, reported
•
Na _WAIT
a new kind of vaccine appears
Call Us far
NO WORRY
to be 99 percent effective in
PRINK Sale
NO REGRET
checking losses from the dreaded
LONG DISTANCE MOVINI SEINICE
brucellosis.
• Agora* for CLIPPIR Vox tineg,106. •
The disease causes breeding
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
failures in beef and daft herds
Contact
and results In big losses In milk
JAMES D. MASHBURN
production.
Princeton, Hy.
Phone 2.016

DOLLAR DAY
SPECIALS!
Boys' Sport Shirts - - $2.25 Values

$1.00
Men's T-Shirts - - $2.25 Values
$1.00
1 Lot of Ties - - $1.50
$1.00
Leather Belts - - $1.50 Values
$1.00
2 Pair Socks - - 55c Values
$1.00
2 Pair Men's Shorts
$1.00
2 VESTS
$1.00
Men's White Socks - -4 pr.
$1.00
SUMMER SUITS
$40 Suits - - $27.50
$30 Suits - - $22.50

WOOD BROS.

About 84 per cent of all nickel
produced is used for alloying
purposes.
IIMMailninginostrititilem

Dr. Fluddlesrm gave the American Veterinary Medical Association convention the results of
a large scale earl:pearl-sent with
"bruicella M" vaccine at Mehlgars iErtaate College.
Cottontail rabbits are born
"

Vaccine Developed
For Brucellosis

At The Churches

"Dad'n Lad Store"
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WOOD DRUG STORE

M.& S. Co. Does A Complete Job
OF

REPAIR WORK
Wheel Balancing
Modern
Proven
And
Shop
Expert
Alignment
Equipment
Mechanics
IGNITION
WORK

FRONT END
REPAIR

COMPLETE
OVERHAUL

We Guarantee Satisfaction on All Makes of Cars and Trucks

NEW AND USED CARS
BRAKE SERVICE FOR SAFETY'S SAKE!

CAR
PAINTING

LUBRICATING
WASHING
POLISHING

WRECK BUILDING
STEERING REPAIRS
ENGINE TUNE-UP

M.& S. Motor And Equipment Co.
Will Stevenson
210 EAST MARKET ST.
Dial 3163

T. R. Akridge Fredonia, Ky.

Princeton, Ky.

deep and
handsome
A

Special!

•A

zø
PA*"

• •• • x
-van=

'41 Oldsmobile
'41 Studebaker
'41 Buick
'39 Chevrolet

m
soirilhir

.'.4
. .50L4P/SAPIF4

1940 Hudson - - with low mileage
PRICED TO GO!
'37 Chevrolet
'35 Ford
'41 Dodge

ALL PRICED RIGHT — SEE US
BEFORE YOU BUY!

CORNICK OIL CO.
Hopkinsville St.

PONTIAC - GMC - CASE DEALER
,

Kich,

PORTRAIT BROWN
FOR TOWN

62aeit'aeSaeo
The tone to wear with every fashion @Lade of
Fall ... with

your

1yroadelotits, silks and

satins ... with worsteds and the gabardines

We Use Genuine Factory Parts

J. L. Mitchell

Ratliff Hardware, Princeton', Ky.

you love. 'Wear it in these smooth styles
to complement your costumes ... and enjoy
the gt and value for which Parsdi“ is famous.

Princeton Shoe Company
"Fine Shoes FiHed By X-Ray"

Thursdciy,
August 18, 19.
,

Children Need Love
Of Their Parents

Ewell Blackwell
Tops As All-Star

—and still raise happy, well
adjusted children, continues Di.
Symonds. If the parent's attitude
is healthy. and loving, physical
environment becomes less impor-
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l county, Tennessee
Marshal
of
several
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were
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pittthed
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innings
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-Star
All
three
last
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in
given
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he
time
that
During
faned
up only three hits and has
seven.
Blackwell is the only pitcher
Allto appear in the last four
in
Star games. In his first game
and
1947 he permitted three hits
ds
two runs in two and two-thir
innings. And that was the seaear of
Cinin in six hours engul
son he won 22 games for
and's, Ill., 5 .75 inches of
Andrews cinnati Reds.
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Bowers,
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Wirephoto)
his new cer would find it like this. (AP
never thought the 3,000-mille check up on
C

By David Taylor. Marke
tant.
tee g.seeeeteetesee
The lea-0e- patterne etepeeeton.
Oilman personality is in large silty, Dr. Symonds notes, are dethe
measure a result of the child's termined mainly through
response to parental attitudes, closeness of parent and child in
writes Dr. Percival Symonds, the earliest years.
Trust in the parent is a major
Pro-fessor of Education at Teachers College, Columbia University. factor in maintaining discipline.
His book, "The Dynamics of Par- Dr. Synxmds points out: "For
ent-Child Relationships," just the child whose parents have
has been published by the been good to him and who have
Bureau of Publications of Teach- given him every reason to feel
trust in them, . • . demands of
ers College.
A parent, says Dr. Symonds, authority do not produce anxiety
can be outwardly as considerate or resistant behavior; but in
and concerned with his child's those cases where parents have
welfare as his conscience and his been careless or neglectful or
friends may demand; but if he have even shown their hostility
does not really love him he will toward the child, attempts at
have an insecure, unstable hu- training and at disciplining him
Aorrnsje being on his hands. Child- may be confusing to the child,
ren sense the way their parents who may mistake them for new
forms of rejection, neglect, and
really feel about them.
Parents can go through severe hostility."
Electricity
Love and affection, say Dr.
hardships, move from place to
Soil Tests Made By
Home Equipment
For
place, keep a very humble home Symonds are the important
Experiment Station
things. Good parents find their
For the past six years, the wo
children fun and show interest
On soil samples properly taken men of the Slaty Point comand pleasure in them. They want
and marked, the Agricultural Ex- munity in Rowan county hay
periment Station at Lexington been planning for the time whe
them to grow and develop as
make chemical tests for (1) they would have the convenipeople.
men have seen many signs of will
By Clarke Beach
degree of soil acidity, (2) con- ences of electricity. At long last,
Punisitment may have its place
progress.
Marion in an emergency, Dr. Symonds Al'Newpfratures
tent of available phosphorus, and power lines have reached the
Princeton
Their idea is for Europe to (3) content of available potasWashington—The Atlantic Pact
points out but, in general, it
their homes have been wirwhether and
treats the symptom—an insecure has more than a military mean- arrange a new division of labor, sium. These tests indicate
ed. Home Agent Evelyn Sinphosphate
reaction by the child to an error ing to some highly placed Econo- each nation 'specializing in the the soil needs lime, and
clair reports that eight refrigera
by the parent rather than the mic Cooperation Administration work it can do cheapest and best, and potash fertilizers.
tors, two stoves, eight lamps
No test will be made for avail- a vaccum cleaner and 42 sma
immediate cause. Whatever mis- (ECA) officials. They regard it relinquishing industries which
the conNot for a day but for
take by the patient led the child as good economic medicine foil have proved uneconomic There able nitrogen, because
es have been bought
in the soil applianc
into being bad in the first'Prace Western Europe—in fact as onel has been a tendency to try to tent of nitrogen
all time.
and 12 kerosene lamps wired b
nitromuch
How
still rankles after he has been of, the most far reaching steps develop solely for strategic rea- changes rapidly.
the homemakers for electricity
gen S soil will furnish to a crop
spanked.
yet taken toward economic co- sons such .enterprises as steel
from
can be fairly well judged
Consistent discipline is a hand- operation and development.
plants and oil refineries in coun- recent manurings and croppings.
maiden of intelligent discipline,
walls and other trade tries which are not naturally aCustoms
Because of the large amounts
Established 1907
he stresses.
barriers have long been the dapted for them. One plan which
rs or manure usually
In preparing chldren for lfe, chief obstacles to the expan- is percolating in the minds of of fertilize
Phone 2441
applied to gardens and the relasays Dr. Symonds, provision sion and -modernization
o the Western European planners
tively low cost of manuring and
must be made for friendship European industry. The barriers is that France Alight become the
fertilizing these small areas, testvery
outside the home. Children
were erected largely for purpose chief manufacturer of the jeep, ing garden soil generally is of litseldom stay with their parents of military security, to buil large numbers of which are needtle value.
For over 40 years we
after they are grown up and get- up home industries so that etc ed in military operations. It can
In some counties a laboratory
have stayed and paid
ting along with many people is nation would be self sufficien be cheaply and efficiently manuDawson Road
is maintained under the superlearn
should
they
lesson
one
in time of war.
factured only on a mass pro- vision of the county agent far
•
early.
But now with the era of col- duction basis.
making soil tests. Farmers livhave
teneac
a
should
which
,
in
already
is
counties
security
lective
And there
ing in such
country agrees that its sole hop dency for Great Britain to be- their soil tested in the local labof safety lies in defending al come the chief, or sole, producer oratory. In other counties, farmof Western Europe, old inhibi of jet engines. Britain has prov- ers should see their county agent
tions are being removed. The ed it self pre-eminent in the field about information which should
movement hasn't gotten far yet of light engineering, and nearly accompany the samples seat to
but the general principle has all the Western European na- the Lexington laboratories.
been accepted, and the EC
tions are buying or planning te)
cal Work on Cars and Trucks—
and searching for better and
buy Britain's jet engines. The
materals.
cheaper
British might establish jet enEuropeans have been impressgine factories in other countries,
ed with America's large area of
but
France,
such. as Belgium or
free trade—commerce without
they would maintain ownership.
hindrance of customs walls B. F. DILLINGHAM in charge
The Netherlands. is thinking of among almost 150,000,000 pergoing in for mass production of sons. And it was primarily the
radio and radar equipment. And search for military security, a
of shop—
so forth.
union against England, that forcCar and Delivery
On of the chief reasons for a ed the somewhat hostile 13 colonrelatively lowerate of productivi- ies to merge their economic 111Call 2408 to Get Your
ty in many European industries
terests.
is that they have not engaged in
"I believe that Western Europe
mass production, which has done is now taking the path of the
so much to raise the standard of
American colonies," said one imliving in the United States. Turn- portant ECA man. "You can zet
ing out products on an assembly more real unity through military
for
line basis has made high quality
security than through any other
and low cost possible
method."
But to have mass production
Women's Wear
you must have mass markets.
There is a trend toward softer
In Europe the markets up to now
tailoring and a casual look for
"Not More, But Bethave been largely domestic—the suits, but few fussy dressmaker
buyers have been chiefly those
ter Merchandise"
touches except on cocktail and
persons living within the same dinner suits.
exclusively yours
customs walls as the industries.
As customs barriers fall mass
AND
(Incorporated)
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
markets would develop.
a.m. so 9 a.m."Breakfaat at eget."
104.1)8
(FM
dial
your
on
820
Tune in
'Another reason for Europe's
economic backwardness has been
the lack of initiative on the part
of "protected" industries. Since
customs barriers prevented foreign competition the home industries have had no incentive
to seek ways to reduce cost of
production. Faced with competition, however, industries seek
to reduce costs by improving
labor
methods,
management
methods, modernizing plants and
plant • management techniques
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ENJOY BETTER MEALS WITH

Sunbeax6mactPARKER HOUSE COFFEE

Wm. M. YOUNG

prescriptions precisely as ordered.

CORNER DRUG STORE

Allis-Chalmers
Dealer

Princeton, Ky.

Fredonia, Ky.

• FIBERGLAS
Blowing Wool
Is Naturally Better
Four inches of Fiberglas Blowing Wool is equal
to 12 feet solid masonry.
The BEST home appliances today are Fiberglas
insulated. Ships, planes, buses and trains are
insulated with Fiberglas.
Guaranteed life of building against settling,
moisture and rot. Provides no food for rodents
or varmints.
No obligation for free estimates. Call us collect or drop us a card.

0. BERKLEY
WEST. KY. ROOFING CO.
Phone 275
Paducah, Ky.
FOR ROOFING AND SIDEVVALL WORK

1723 Broadway

r

Mrs.
other relative

Arnold Ligon
Con
JAMES D
hone 2016

WHEN YOU WANT TO:
Run an errand downtown
Call a doctor
Chat with friends
Reach someone in a hurry
4, The truss valise of your telephone can he meneured

only in the many different ways it serves you Au
the convenience and pleasure it adds to daily life.
Your telephone service is increasing in value day
by day as the number of friends and relative, you
can call keeps growing larger, and service become,

faster and better.
Yet the cost is low. Low in comparison to most
other things you buy. Low in comparison to our
oosts of supplying service. Your telephone is at your
service twenty-four hours every day—for only a few
cents a day.
When you stop to think how much it dims for yea,
as
at the price you pay, telephone service searids out
.
bargains
biggest
today's
of
one

SOUTNIam mu

INN IP1401141

AND

MID;A P 1.1 COMPANY

WANT CHEAPER
FEED PRICES?

AT YOUR
FAVORITE CROCTRY

Good health is everyone's job. Yours . . .
to see to it that illness at home receive proper
attention. Ours . . . to fill your doctor's

Yid Mis. Joe

E, Hill
th Mr. J

wicarson

GET WELL ...
STAY WELL ...

recior

Calls

The Economic Side
Of The Atlantic Pact

C. A. Woodall
Insurance Agency

contra' of inrecb.
Beauty variety

Tennessee Beauty
Berries Rank Tops

Come by and let us figure with you
SPECIALS THIS WEEK
$3.30
Igleheart Shorts
3.05
Igleheart Bran
5.00
Soybean Oil Meal
Purina Chowmix Growing Mash,
Dress Prints
Purina Chowmix Laying Mash Dress Prints
Both of above in burlap bags at 25c less

Purina Chow Mix Hog Ration,Dress Prints
18% Home Town All Purpose Poultry Mash,
4.30
Dress Prints
15% Home Town Complete Hog Ration,
3.90
Dress Prints
ation
A complete line of Purina Chows, Sanit
Products and Poultry Equipment.
and
Also a complete line of Knox Brand Wheat
Alfalfa Fertilizers.
It will pay you in a big way to buy all your feeds
from us.
your
And if you have corn bring it and let us mix
feed. You can always save by using your own
home grown grain.-

Try Us Today - - - Inspect Our Feeds - - We can
show you more profit.

PRINCETON MILLS
Phone 2071

Princeton, Ky.
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THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

'Fwinkley Flax Oats
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Two Named To Kentucky 1944. He was named for a short
term at that tole and for a four
Chi ago---(AP)---Trainer Ben
STOMACH SUFFERERS
Game, Fish Commission
year term on expiration of the
J ones uncovered .mother fine
GET AMAZING RELIEF
Frankfurt --Two new commis- short term. Dr. Pohl, also had
Isaac Butler.
Lea thoroughbred during
Smith, Coulterville,
HARVEY STOMACH
The
sioners have been named to the been Si member of the Commis- TREATMENT goes further
_wojeesday night with his
.
li3f recent Arliven.Park meetgryatueity-Xstufsit-41.44.
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home in Gary, Iffd., tthr spdruiup of four different medicines.
Governor Earle Clements, They this year. Dr. Hill long has been
daughter, Donna Wigginton,
One of the main ingredients is
first start by a good length after
'reapLauisville
Ernst,
EO,
:ire
ing
two
weeks
with
her
with
sportsmen's
identified
acmotherbelladonna.
troit, Mich., are here to visit
trailing by 10 lengths in a sprint
pointed from the Third District, tivities. H.is a dentist by promother, Mrs. Florence Parr, in-law, Mrs. Arnbie Fuller.
for maiden 2-year-olds. Two
guarantee this wonderful
We
Lebanon,
Hill,
Dr.
and
Joe F.
fession.
Mr. and Mrs. George Sthuar' weeks later she won an allowother relatives.
medicine to relieve ulcer pain,
the nine-mbmiber
on
appointed
Both-men
were
nominated
for
BisDollar,
Helen
and that acid, gassy, belch'',
of Alhmbra, Calif., are visiting ance race at Washington Park.
iss Mary
commission for the ftrst time as their posts along with four ethers nervous and lack of pep feel
rk, N. Dok., spent Thuraday her mother, Mrs. Lee Btutklow,
successor to Dr. E. R. Pohl, Horse from their districts. The five ing. Compare its price with
and Mrs, Ida Holloman,
h Mr. J, E. Ilillyard and Mrs. and sister, Mrs. Coy Moore, and
...aye, whose term expired on names In each district were sub- other stomach preparations.
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Traylor,
Mr. Moore, Mr. and Mrs. Sthuar
12.
August
mitted to the Governor from Start this treatment today —
Providence, and Mr. and Mrs.
made the trip by air.
WAITING
Ernst, Louisville brick manu- which lists he made the *point- there is no need to suffer. Ask
t/ 4 NS
Kentucky
visited
Guess
M.
Byrd
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Thurman,
your druggist for Harvey Tabfacturer, has served on the Com- ments.
lets. SOLD ONLY AT
Marion, visited her mother, Mrs. Lake and Paducah air show
mission since its inception under
Sunday.
WOOD DRUG STORE
Ida Holloman, Sunday afternoon.
Civil Service reorganization In
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
Mr. and Mrs. Ned Easley and
Mr. Seldon McElroy of Alton,
Ill, spent the weekend with Mr. family, of llarrisburg Ill., were
and Mrs. Coy Moore. Mrs. Mc- guests of his sister, Mrs. Nellie
Elroy, who spent last week with E. Burton, Sunday,
Billy Clegg, Algonia, Ia., has
parents, returned home with
READY TO LOAD? her
concluded a visit with his grandhm Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Byrd M. Guess mother, Mrs. Lizzie Lewis, and
•
CALI. US FOR
and Mr. and Mrs. George Hoke other relatives and friends here.
SAFE
PROMPT,
and Jackie, attended Dade Park He was accompanied by a friend,
making the trip in a jeep.
LONG-DISTANCE
Races Evansville, Thursday.
Rev. Pendergraph, Eddyville,
MOVING SERVICE
Mr. ithd Mrs. M. F. Rice have
.,,henzeiAgeoeFor
returned home after a visit with filled the pulpit on the Baptist
• relatives in
church for morning and evenCalifornia
c Los
We are closing out our stock on Porter Paints at
Dinner guests of Mrs. Lee ing services Sunday during the
Burklow Sunday were: Mr. and absence of the pastor, Rev. HolThomas
HOOVER CHATS WITH REPORTERS: kormer President Herbert
mold Ligon Truck Line Mrs. George Sthuar Alhambra, land
Rev. Ray Wigginton pastor of Hoover chats with reporters as he leaves train at Chicago's NorthContact
Calif.; Mr. and Mrs Seldon McJAMES D MASHBURN
Elroy, Alton, Ill.; Mr. and Mrs. the Cumberland Presbyterian western Station. He termed the concern aroused by his gall bladOutside White Paint contains 42 percent white lead.
Princeton, Ky. Paul Moore and daughter, Boni- Church, will start a revival in der disturbance on the train while crossing Nevada, the day before,
one 2016
SEE US FOR YOUR PAINT
next
on
of
Louisville
Monday
his
Miss
is
Hoover
secretary,
"With
nothing."
"much ado about
ta, Princeton, and Mr. and Mrs.
Bernice Miller (left). He is enroute from his Palo Alto, Calif.,
Coy Moore and son, Coy Jr., week.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Peek and home to New York. (AP Photo)
family have moved from the
To give pastry a lovely goldenGeorge Milroy farm to the house Mrs. L. W. Guess and Miss Nell
brown color brush the top with
recently vacated by Mr. and Mrs. Guess, Crider, last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hobby, De- cream before baking; this is parGlenn Rogers.
Phone 2093
W. Main St.
Mrs Lizlie Lewis and Miss troit, Mich., and Miss Ethel ticularly attractive for a lattice
Tealie Myers attended a birth- Bright Princeton, were Tuesday work pastry topping of a berry
day dinner at the home of the dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. pie.
former's daughter, Mrs. Clifton Leslie Bright.
Rowland, and Mr. Rowland,
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie ZuerI wish to thank those who gave me
Princeton,
Sunday, honoring muehlen and Mr. and Mrs. Rusbirthdays of Mrs. L,ewis and Mr. sell Yates Saturday.
their support in the recent primary in
and Mrs. Frank Rowland.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Bright
Rev. and Mrs. Arthur Holland, were Tuesday night dinner
nominating me for Tax Commissioner.
Hartford attended services at the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clifton
Baptist church Sunday. They Wood, Princeton.
I trust that you will further support me
were enroute with friends to
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil DeBoe and
What makes a good most
Kuttawa camp meeting Sunday daughter, Patty, who are visitdepartment?
in the final election in November.
afternoon. Rev. Holland held ing here from Colorado Springs,
the pastorate of the Fredonia Col., and Mrs. Roy Boisture
Here are the things we
Baptist church here several years spent Saturday night with Mr.
Faithfully yours,
ANY
want you to find in your
ago.
and Mrs. Stanley DeBoe, Eddydepartmbnt
Mrs. John Coleman, Princeton, vale.
meat
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Rev. ana Mrs. Ray Wigginton
ad
meat
of
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son, V. E. Coleman, and Mrs. and son, David, spent several
LEAN &
Coleman.
monsy-saving prices.
days last week in Monroe City,
Mrs Cora Eison, Princeton, is Ind.
FRESH
Trimming of excess/al and
visiting her nieces, Mrs. J. B.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Rowe
Sory and Miss Dora Young, this and son, Everett Jr., visited with
bone before weighing.
SUGAR
week.
her mother, Mrs. Belle Lowry,
Ladies Aid of the Cumberland a short time Sunday entoute to
Plainly marked prices, anCURED
Presbyterian church will hold their home in Johnson City,
curate scales and honest
their regular monthly meeting Tenn.
weight.
BOLOGNA, SOUSE
with Mrs. Allen Riley Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. Paul West and
MAC. & CHEESE — PICKLE
daughter Kay, Mr. and Mrs. Malnight.
Clean, sanitary conditions.
AND PIMENTO—Liver Cheese
Mr. and Mrs Jim Blackburn colm Blackburn and daughters,
Expert busciser,and enough
and Mr. and Mrs Gordon Moore Jahet and Marilyn, Mr. and Mrs.
FRESH
spent Sunday in Nashville, Tenn. Lawrence Blackburn and childof them.
Mrs. Becky Quertermous and ren, Richie and Brenda Fay and
FULL DRESSED
Prompt, courteous service.
daughter, Carol B. Murray, are Mr. and Mrs. Allen Riley enjoyvisiting Mr. and Mrs. Ed Har- ed picnic lunch at Dawson
SQUARE CUT
Do you get all these things
mon, Mr. and Mrs. Russell Mel- Springs Park, Sunday.
Billy Young returned home
at your A&P, as you
ton and Mr. and Mrs. Euclid
SHOULDER
Saturday night after spending
Quertermous this week.
should? If not, please let
Mrs
sister,
his
with
week
Miss Debbie Butts left Satur- last
us know where we're fallFREH
day for Gary, Ind. where she will Kuke Quertermous, and Mr.
down. Please write:
ing
be the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Quertermous in Louisville.
FROZEN
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Landes
John Hughes.
Customer Relations Dopostment,
Mrs. Edison Daughtery and spent last week in St. Louis, Mo.,
A&P Food Stores
FULL
children, Gary, Ind., were Sun- on business for the Howerton
420 Lexington Avonuo
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. department store.
DRESS
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Wigginton
Eugene Rogers.
New York 17, N. Y.
Mrs. Carrie Ordway and Mrs. and family, Detroit Mich., spent
•
Wilford Baer attended the State the weekend with his parents,
Fair in Springfield, Ill, last week. Rev. and Mrs. Ray Wigginton.
Miss Ada Lee Leeper spent
Mr. Sam McElveen, Jackson,
Miss., arrived Saturday for a several days this week in NashU. S. No. 1 ELBERTA FREESTONE
visit to Mr. and Mrs. John F. ville, Tenn. She was the guest
of Rev. and Mrs. Edgar Barnett.
Rice.
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Bradshaw
Mr. and Mrs. George Hake and
daughter, Jackie, Hopkinsville, attended the air show in Paduspent their stnnmer vacation cah Sunday.
with her mother, Mrs. Byrd M.
Hares run faster up hiri than
JANE PARKER (Orange or Choc Iced)
Guess, and Mr. Guess, last week.
libss
48b
Mrs. Bernice Akridge and Miss down because the hind legs are
Imogene
Wigginton
attended longer than then. Tore legs.
Nickel, used as an alloying
camp meeting at Kuttawa SunJANE PARKER WHITE
day afternoon.
metal, has been found to combine
2-INCH AND LARGER — IDEAL FOR CANNING
•
Mrs. J. T. Alexander, Adair- in some 6,000 different ways with
vile, was the guest of Mr. and other metals.
('aramel - Choc or Vanilla Icing
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WHOLESALE PRICES

Hodge Motor ,Sales

THANKS TO FRIENDS:

Sugar Cured (cello wrap)

Customers'
Corner

gored
U
• lik
e day
14 you
one,
most
to our
t your
a few

BACON
SQUARES " 29C
lb. 57c
BEEF ROAST
lb. 49c
GROUND BEEF
lb. 45c
SMOKED PICNICS
lb. 49c
LUNCH MEAT
lb. 59c
FRYERS
lb. 59c
VEAL ROAST
lb. 69c
SHRIMP
lb. 35c
RED PERCH FILLETS

Maggie M. Dunbar

9ate4otediate*

1114.

NEW LOW PRICES ON
LUCIOUS JANE PARKER

BAKERY TREATS

PEACHES

Bushel $2.49

TOMATO JUICE
bott.e 25c
1
HEINZ KETCHUP
JAR CHEESE
CORN PEAS
2,.,02.23c
TOMATOES,.
23c
PEACHES ,,,..„.,„,cors„c„Ins„„,
21c
APRICOTS
10c
SARDINES
3
8 O'CLOCK COFFEE
BEVERAGES .0.,

46-oz. can 27C

LIBBY'S

To Caldwell County
Voters:
Fashion right. in radiant Sanchilla tissue crepe .

with

Plunging neek-Une and standing collar of the smartest styles.
Two tiny jeweled pins highlight the bodice . . . the skirt is
traced with flattering petal

pockets

and

soft

I want to express my thanks to
everyone who voted for or helped
me in any way in the race I made for
sheriff in the county.

unpressed

Pleas. Smart sophistication for the five-feet four and under
miss. In fall shades; black, brown, florin grey, sable taupe.
tpal, signory wine, campiello green. Sizes le to 20.

And to those who didn't support
me, I assure you I hold no ill feeling
toward you.

at

ni

KRAFT'S, most variety

"Ic

No. Viz can

Iona Halves in Syrup
In Oil or Mustard

CHILI
WITH BEANS

PUERTO RICAN CRUSHED

PINEAPPLE
Hopkinsville

SID J. SATTERFIELD

No. 2ti can

Big Qt bottle 10C

WALKERS MISTER

Silver River

No.2 can 29c

29c

LAYER CAKE.

49c

JANE PARKER CARAMEL

tECAN ROLLS

pkg

29c

JANE PARKER CINNAMON eTRIzEssu,

COFFEE CAKE each

19c

JANE PARKER LARGE

ANGEL FOOD RINGe.49c
JANE PARKER GOLD AND MARBLE

POUND CAKE

29c

ea.

No. 2% can

lb. bag$1
119
.

15 oz. can 32c
Respectively yours,

No. 2 can 10C

Good Quality

CUP CAKES p„,,,„

JANE PARKER PUMPERNICKEL

RYE BREAD

20c

loaf

JANE PARKER (Unsliced)

VIENNA BREAD loaf

17c

ONE CENT OFFER

SWEETHEART SOAP

A & P Self Service

2 reg. bars 15c
Huy 2 cakes at regular price
and get one for 1 cent

Cleans Without Spotting

A-PENN DRY -CLEANER

Gal. 95c

Asst. Fruit & Vegetable.

PENNANT

c-BEECHNUT
BABY FOODS

SYRUP

`,

CHOPPED
STRAINED

)1
1141v40.4,

3 jars 29
3 jars 21Ie

Blue Label — I% lb. bottle

18c

I
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----tithinless stye! trolling lumis polished every spring They stay
!and fish hooks don't 'have to be bright.

her in Hell county, made a net
profit of More than $100 on 50
Approximately 1,000 acres of New Hampshire lied chickens,
Ky. 31 fescue seed were harvest- About 90 women in Metcalfe
octets.- took-pant -la. the. herse.Odin C1511(

Ky. Farm News

•

wearing
Makei,'s • :StYle
dresses they had made in their
clothing projects.
- The use of borax on alfalfa in
Fleming county resulted in much
greener color and produced more
growth.
Albert Hatfield of Montgomery
county stated that he now grows
more corn on 18 acres than he
once did on 65 acres.
Christian county has a memberchip of 529 wome:. in 26 homeAULNITS ION
makers clubs.
Members of the Sugar Grove
Homemakers Club in Bath county used information learned in
DISTJtiCE
NI 6
their club to sand and refinish
Arnold Ligon Truck Line the floor of their community
church.
Contact
JAMES D MASHBURN
Ballard county homemakers
Phone 2016
Princeton, Ky. have made approximately 350

Clipper

SNEAD MAKES IT LOOK EASY: Sammy Snead of White
Sulphur Springs, W. Va., peers from behind a tree to watch
flight of his ball (arrow) which he lifted from a depression
against a cement curb on the second hole at Tam O'Shanter
World Chmapionship tourney near Chicago. His ball rolled to
within six feet of the cup. Sammy sank the putt for a birdie on
the par-five hole. (AP Wirephoto)

Water Coolers

Livestock Spray

Ice Cream Freezers

Fly Spray Guns

Vacuum Jugs

Rubber Tire Wagons
Black Roof Paint

corsages since they learned to
make them in the spring.
Robert Sanger of Fulton county
estimates that he willeverage 110
bushels of corn on 150 acres.
J. T. Magruder and Son of Bullit county have completed terraces with a tractor on a 12-acre
field, the cost being estimated at
$1 per 100 feet.
Try a Leader Classified Ad!

WEUTAlfE OURS STRAIGHT,
POPS,STRAIGHT FROM A
PRINCETON CREAAERY
WM BOTTLE,
THAT IS.

White Creosote Paint

HARDWARE
CO.
(Incorporated)
Tenth and Virginia St.

Hopkinsville

Hot

_

Dornyelitis,.

175,000 pounds of Glean seed. .
Stiles Perkins of Lartie county
sold vetch and rye for $112 per
acre from 15 acres, and in addition had the pasture and straw.
Several strawberry growers in
Jefferson county, who have
grown the Premier variety for
years, are changing to Tennessee
Beauties and Tennessee Shoppers.
Clayton Sfylor, 4-H club mem-

Hay Rope

ho Cas

Aig.cetcot
CREAMERY,
dicete,161
•PRINCETON,KY.

Otter Pond
The Otter Pond Homemakers
Club met Tuesday afternoon,
July 19, at the home of Mrs.
Hyland Mitchell. Mrs. C. W.
Scott was co-hostess
Mrs L. B. Sims, chairman,
called the meeting to order.
Twenty-four members answered
roll call. Mrs. Ramey Johnston
presented "The Way People
Live in Denmark and Sweden,"
a program on international- affairs. Travel talks were given by
some of the members who vacationed this summer. Mrs. Jimmie Mitchell told of her trip
through the Smoky Mountains to
Washington, D. C., and of the
many historical places she visited. Mrs. Collin Ladd reported on
her visit to Biloxi, Miss., and
the points of interest she saw
in the South. Mrs. Charles Geiger, who was in Canada this
summer, discussed Montreal.
Miss Maxine Garrigan was introduced as the county's new assistant home demonstration agent. Miss Beverly Martin, Washington, D. C., was a visitor.
Mrs. Collin Ladd was in
charge of the recreation.
Present were Mesdames George
Martin, Jr., C. W. Scott, L. B.
Sims, Feed Wadlington, Collin
Ladd, Lee Mashburn, Jimmie
Mitchell, Ray Martin,' Charles
Geiger, Hyland Mitchell, Kelley
Martin, Thomas White, Homer
Mitchell, Albert Hartigan, W. P.
Crawford, Jim Reece, Bernice
Jones Ramey Johnston, Lucille
P'Pool, Guy Shoulders, and Raymond Stroube, Misses Robbie
Sims, Irene Mashburn and Wilma Vandiver and Janet Davis,
Detroit, Mich., Kay and Richard
Sims and DeReece Mitchell

Conservation Club Has
Successful Camp Season
There are many insurance companies that write automobile insurance but whose policy and the service back of such policy is not a
quality contract based on the same standards and service back of
a policy written in THE TRAVELERS INSURANCE COMPANY. You
will often find companies who sell only on price and who write automobile insurance only in a restricted state or territory, such company
having no nationwide claim service or agency service.
When you are offered such a policy it would be well to remember
the following quotation which was issued many years ago by the
National Cash Register Company:

"When you pay too much, you lose a little money and that is all, but when you pay
too little you stand a chance to lose everything, because the article you buy may
prove incapable of doing the vary thing that it was bought to do.
"Taking it by and large, the common law of business makes it impossible to pay a

The most successful camping
season in the history of the
Division of Game and Fish Junior Conservation Club organization was concluded last weekend at camps on Kentucky and
Dale Hollow Lakes. During the
summer camping period approximately 2,500 juniors spent oneweek periods at these rigidly
supervised came. One of the
highlights of the camping season was the fact that not one
youngster was seriously hurt.
Before the next camping season the Division plans to add
facilities to the camps so that
an even grater number may
be accomodated.

"It sometimes may be advantageous to deal with the lowest bidder, but when you
buy on price alone, It is well to set aside a 'reserve' as a matter of self protection in

Travelers leads the world today in the production of automobile
lines of insurance. In the year of 1948 Travelers produced a premium volume of $85,287,420 in automobile insurance.

A Travelers Policy Is A Quality Policy And Has
Been Since 1898.
PLAY SAFE - - - - CALL US

John E. Young Agency
Insurance and Real Estate

tile POslY11
bood
this

By now they've discovered that the CAPITOL'S BIG SHOW SEASON iso
just press-agent talk that week-after-week, picture-after-pictu re, the
Capitol is presenting Hollywood's top stars in their biggest and best pies
ures a sparkling parade of exceptionally fine shows. They've aise
found that attending the comfortable air-cooled Capitol is a
guarantee of
pleasant summertime fun!
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Admission I2c & 40c for this Attructlo,,

Beer barrels made of stainless
chromium-nickle steel last about
20 years, compared with about
six years of wooden barrels.
Nickel bronzes and brasses usually contain from one-half to
five percent nickel.

CALL 41
MARK CUNNINGHAM, Agt
Complete Insurance Service
111 W. Market St.

NEW!

A.B.DICK
MUDI 1 410

MIMEOGRAPH
Rugged,compoct,
low-priced! Full-sit.d
duplicating area manually
operated. Produces
legible copies In dens*
block or color. For vs.
wills all makes of suitable
stondl duplicating products.
Co.,,. in or call
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We offer

Soon you'll see Claudette Colbert and Fred MacMurray (that "Egg and I" pair ) i II 1‘11\611
ROAD"... Alan Ladd in "WHISPERING SMITH" . . . Spencer Tracy in
Pit tee MI
SON"
"MA & PA KETTLE"

P. S.—Please don't miss "THE STRATTON STORY"... it's so fine ... so thoroughly enjoyable! You'll live and love every minute of it!

THE STRATTON sTeRy

is a true-My

about Monty Stratton, a rangy, grinning
Texan and the Wile-eyed

shared a lot of laughs
and dreams until
one day when Fate
dealt a card to Montyright from the bottom
of the deck.The drama

little and get a lot.

case the product should fall to meet your full requirements.
"Take the price quoted by the lowest bidder—add to It an amount of money sufficient to cover the chance you are taking, and you may find that the sum of the two is
enough to buy known quality at the outset."

Button -up your silhouette . . .
This seems to be the theme
song of fall fashions., as suits,
coats and dresses break out in a
rash of buttons.
The slim suit silheuette especially lends itself to button trimming, with skirts slit and buttoned at front side or back. Some
of the new suit skirts button
all the way up the front, others
hay" side buttons from waist to
hem.
There is some variety in
jackets, the most popular style,
however, being medium length,
sleek and fitted, with velvet collar and sometimes cuffs.
Fabrics are more important
than ever in the fall suit picture,
with many handsome new lightweight tweeds in unusual colors
and patterns.
The tape tones are tops, ranging from deep slate gray to light
coffee brown. These rich new
neutrals may be worn with practically any color accessories, and
are destined .for long and useful
lives for that reason.
Shoulders are lightly padded
as a rule achieving a rounded,
natural line. Waistlines are slim
but not excessively nipped-in,
and the silhouette as a whole is
slim and natural.
You'll be seeing small checks,
stripes and shadow plaids in
tweeds that have distinct texture
interest. The over-all effect usually is neutral but often is
achieved by a subtle blending of
colors.
In the dressier category there
are new chiffon-weight ,boadcloths that look almost like satin,
used for after-five suits of great
elegance. A deep navy blue
threatens the supremacy of black
in this field, and braid and button trimmings again are in high
favor.
Skirts are mid-calf length-no
longer.
It looks like a happy suit seasons for Mrs. U. S. A., with a
srlhouette that is casual, simple
and easy to wear.

of his comeback ...the
love-story of the
MiY
girl whoilinspired
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• myelitis, often called In.
paralysis is a disease of
that also strikes
by a virus and
folio is caused
aare several kinds. It
pinal nerves. Fifty to 60
ad recover completely;
die.
, to 10 per cent may
is no vaccine foi polio,
atribed means of prevenaaitiies early diagnoisis is
ars haite found that many
have a high resistance to
perhaps built up from a
.3 but unrecognized bout
disease.
.iith Temperature ,
is most prevalent during
anmer.

We offer our clients:
of

Broad knowledge
insurance values.

Policies Placed with
reputable companies.
!sick settlement of all
aims
Complemensive information instead of highpressure selling.

ux

Ca#N6HAM

COMIdtt isSotANCE SfitstrE

The hest medical advice is to
gLard against over-exertIon,
avoid crowds, get plenty of sleep
and postpone mouth .or throat
operations during sunaia
months, it possible. Above all,
see a doctor at the first suggestion of a sore throat, headache,
fever or nausea.
This year the polio incideni
rate is far ahead of 1948, second
worst epidemic year M the na- I
Lion's history.
8,000 Cases in Nation
An Associated Press survi
shows approximately 8,000 cas(
in the nation through July 31,
this year with data incomplete.
The fatality rate, this year apparently is double that of 1948.
But authorities don't necessarily imply 1940 will be a worsa
polio year than 1948 when 27,849
cases were reported. The most
dangerous months are August
and September.
In a joint statement, Basil O'Connor, president of the American Red Cross and National
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, and Dr. Leonard A. Scheele,
surgeon general of the Public
Health Service, called on the
public to meet the current upswing with a calm and informed
attitude.
They point out standards of
cane and diagnosis have been
improved noticeably within the
past few years doctors, nurses
and special therapy are available
and that no one need go without
medical care for lack of money
because of funds supplied by the
March of Dimes.
Authorities say outbreaks have
not yet reached epidemic pro-

Farmers Cooperate
In Fire Insurance

JIMMY STEWART WEDS—Jimmy Stewart and his bride, the
former Mrs. Gloria Hetrick McLean, pause on the steps of the
Brentwood Presbyterian Church in Hollywood, Calif. (Aug. 9)
after their wedding last week. Stewart, the movie colony's longtime bachelor, is 41. The bride is 31. (AP) Wirephoto)
Berries Help

Out

-

In Trimble County
The strawberry crop brought
$110,000 to 93 Trimble county
farmers, despite the poor new
patches due to last year's dry
weather. Many growers indicated to Farm Agent J. G. Dye that
use of phosphate brought up
yields which averaged almost
100 crates an acre. Nineteen
thousand crates were picked
from 195 acres.
High producer per acre was
Charley Ginn. From one acre
of second-year Tennessee Beauties and a half-acre set last year,
he picked 412 crates netting him
$6.85 per crate over cost of cups
and crates.
UK Summer Enrollment
Passes 4,000 Mark
Summer session enrollment at
the University of Kentucky last
week stood at 4,083, according
to Dr. Lee Sprowles, University
registrar. This figure will be increased, he said, by students
registering for additional shortterm courses scheduled between
now and the opening of the fall
term, Sept. 12. The 3,802 students
who were enrolled for the full
eight-week summer session established a new high for a U. K.
summer student body, A total
of 281 others had completed short
courses last week.

Prescriptions
Phone 2075

WU DRUG STORE

Eighteen farmers cooperative
five insurance companies in Kentucky had a membership of 39,477 property owners in 1946, says
a new bulletin of the Agriculturil Experiment Station, University of Kentucky, called "Farmers'
Cooperative Fire Insurance Companies in Kentucky."
That year farmers paid $624,913
In aseessments and rtreived $268,345 for losses. Throughout their
history these 18 companies had
received a total of $12,026,000 in
assessments and returned to members $7,306,000.
"Many cooperative associations
have been organized by farmers
in Kentucky, but few have given
such continued service and saving and received so little public
attention as fire insurance companies," says the bulletin.
In 1945, Kentucky farmers had
about 600 million dollars invested
in farm buildings, machinery and
livestock, in addition to investment in household furnishings
and contents of farm buildings
other than machinery or livestock.
"In most farmers' management
plans it is, therefore, an important item to see that their investments in insurable property are
adequartely and inexpensively
protected from loss by fire, wind
and lightning," it is noted.

portions although the high polio
rate in some areas brought about
unusual community reactions
and precautions.

Your Clothes Need Frequent

DRY CLEANING

lists Five Peaches
That Freeze Well

Peaches are one of the most
successfully frozen fruits if the
variety is well chosen and care is
taken in preparation, according to
Mrs. Pearl Haak, specialist in food
preservation at the College of
Agriculture and Home Economics,
University of Kentucky.
J. H. Hale, Halehaven, South
Haven, Elberta and Belle of
Georgia are varieties which freeze
well. The fruit should be ripe for
eating, mellow but firm. Slightly
green peaches become bitter
when frozen and discolor more
than well ripened fruit.
Loosen the skins by dipping the
peaches first in boiling water,
then cold. To keep them from
darkening, slice at once into a solution of one-fourth teaspoon of
citric acid in a quart of water.
Drain and pack in jars, covering
the fruit with a syrup made of
three cups of sugar to four cups
of water. A half-inch headspace
should be left in the jar. To keep
the fruit under the syrup, place
crumpled waxed paper on the
fruit, then screw lid in place. Although cellophane containers are
convenient for freezing, glass jars
are preferred.
When frozen peaches are served, the container should be left
unopened at room temperature
for two or three hours until just
before serving. This will avoid
discoloration of the fruit.
Copies of Circular 398, 'Storing Foods in Freezer Lockers,"
may be had from offices of county farm or home agents, or from
the college, Lexington.
American railroads, in shipping
perishables, use approximately
one-third of all ice made in the
country.
Eggs which get dirty and have
to be cleaned lose quality more
rapidly than eggs which are produced clean.
Gas travels through natural gas
pipelines from 10 to 20 miles an
hour.

Page Eleven

Advertising Mistake
Scares Away Tourists
Beirut Lekotoon,,,,(AVI
mistake in advertising is believed
to have coat imbanott a poor
touring season this summer. Lebanese have been puzzled by the
absence of travelers from Egypt,
Iraq, Saudi Arabia and other
neighborlruz countries.
The explanation carne when
phamphlets sent aboard to attract tourists were aheeked The
Touring Department found out
that last year's prices—exceeding by more than 20 per cent
this year's cost of living—were
advertised: by mistake. Hotel
rooms were listed at $11.12 er
day instead of $7.04. All other
prices were inflated accordingly. This, it is estimated, was
enough to scare thousands of
would-be tourists away from
Lebanon.

dealers.
Occupational License
A statewide compliance check
!piing machine licenses are
1),i; irtment
of oecupationaleand vending maof
chilli licenses is tiratrar way,'MT:tcl_iroial. the.county
son.Perry, Director of the Field SeS are
Division of the Department of court ('lets
Licenses were due July 1, and
Revenue announced.
those found without them will
Occupational licenses cover ice have to pay a penalty in addition
cream, soft drings, restaurants, to the license, Perry said.
pool tables, bowling alleys,
theater seat tax, retail tobacco
The most important enemy of
products and wholesale cigarette the jack rabbit are coyotes.

Pastetu;
DAIRY PRODUCTS
PRINCETON CREAMERY

Jupiter, the largest planet moving around the sun, is more than
1300 times bigger than the earth.
The planet Jupiter completes its
orbit around the sun only once
every 12 years.

Dial 2063
Princeton, Ky.

Try a Leader Classified Ad!

College And Farming
In 4-H Boy's Plans
Going to college and owning a
farm are tong-time objectives of
I5-year old Buford Cobb of Henry
county. For the past five years, he
has had tobacco projects in 4-H
club work, this year growing 3-4
of an acre. He also has a threeyear old milking Shorthorn cow,
a heifer and calf. From his halfacre garden, his mother has canned and frozen around 75 quarts
of green beans and 60 pints of
Peas. Good crops of potatoes ana
tomatoes will also be harvested.
In a district contest, he won $25
for his demonstration of uses of
water in irrigation.
the
Young Cobb attended
tractor maintenance school in
New Castle. As a result, he uses
his father's tractor on his tobacco and garden projects. He also
clipped 25 acres of pasture and
plowed corn.
An active club member, he
served as vice president of Eminence ,4-H Club, president of the
Henry County High School Club,
and vice president of the countywide club.

FOR

BOYS

AND

GIRLS

Cotton Blouses
Regularly $1.98 $1.57
Peter pan collar, crisp white
pique bib; eyelet trim, black
bow at neck. Sanforized; white,
maize or pink. Sizes 7-14.

Girls' Skirts
Budget-Priced $2.98
Rayon gabardine with fly
front; two false pockets. Neat
fitting zipper fastening. Black,
green,. brown.

Boys' Sport Shirts
$1.87
Sanforized!
Cotton flannel; straight edge
bottom. Wear tucked in or out.
One pocket'style . . washable

More Corn Grown
For Less Acreage
Scores of farmers in Meade
county are using only one-third
the corn acreage of five years
ago, yet will produce as many
bushels of corn, relates Farm
Agent R. P. Granacher. Henry
Sipes of Woodland, for example,
use to feel that a yield of 40
to 45 bushels to the acre was a
good crop. Then last year he
entered one acre in the corn
derby. Through fertilization, use
of manure and good land management, he produced more than
100 bushels on that acre. This
spring he reduced his planting
to 10 acres, and by following the
same good methods, he hopes to
equal the 1948 yield per acre.

Sport Shirts
$1.98
Boys' Sizes
Sanforized cotton in bright
plaid; styled to be worn in or
outside. Vat dyed colors that
will stay bright after many
washings. Sizes 6-16.

Dress Slacks
$2.98
Sizes 6-16.
Sturdy cotton,slacks designed
for rugged wear. Neat fastening front pleats. Blue or brown;
smart on any campus!

"BILL DING'S" Business
IS

Summer Is Still With Us!

BUILDING Business
98c Sweat

You feel better, look better if your clothes are fresh and clean.
Keep them spic and span by frequent dry cleaning.

Gay Cotton
Dresses
Regularly $1.98 $1.77

TY/6/5 OUR POLICY
, AA/0 PR/DE —
OUR PATRONS MUST
'
BE SAT/SF/ED

Shirts
Crew neck,
long sleeves.
Three colors.
Sizes 10- 16.
Buy Now!

Favorite solid, checked, stripe
patterns. Durable and washable cotton. A ahoice of Fall
shades.

49c Tee
Shirts
Since our service costs no more, why buy less
than the fine cleaning we

offer?

Ours

Boys' white
carded cotton
with s h r.t
sleeves. Save!

is

first
quality cleaning throughout—from the

step to the last.

"Where the Good Work Comes From"

MULEJEUDE CORDUROY SHINGLES
INEVLIMIDE ROOF COATING,5 gal. lots
CASEIN PAINT
ASPHALT TILE, 9x9 blocks, each
WALLPAPER, per single roll
STANDARD ROCK WOOL BATTS. per foot

$7.50 per sq.
75e per gal.
279 per gal.
Sc up
12t4c op
634o

If phone No. 3490 will
call this office by Sat-

Brief Style
Panties
27c
Regularly 39c

Shirts

98c

Circular knit pink rayon with
elastic waist, double thick
crotch. Sizes 8-10-12.

Striped long
slee ve style.
Carded cotton
in bright colors.

receive 1 qt. of War-

25c Slack

ren's 4-hr. Enamel.

Socks

Boys'Dungarees
Sanforized!
$1.37

SPECIAL
UTILITY SHEATING, per hundred board feet ..$4.50
This dry and dressed lumber in pine and hardwoods

Phone 3711

Striped front, rib knit back.
Elastic waist. Fancy colors.
Boys' Athletic Shirt
35c
Boys' Polo

urday noon they will

E. Main St.

Boys'Boxer Briefs
59c
Sturdy Cotton

For work, play or school! 8-oz.
cotton denim .. copper riveted at strain points. Button fly.

Kasual Anklets
41.1
Regularly 39c 40C pr.
Wonderful cotton anklets that
fit rmohly., last longer! . .
Choose from five gay colors.

Boys' popular
styles in cottons. Elastic
top.

Thursday, August
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A daughter was born to Mr. PIANOS: Both new and u $ e d.
"The Stratton Story," which was sanitary engineers and advice to and Mrs. Garlan
DYE PIANO CO., 409 S. Main,
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To the Citizens and Voters
Of Caldwell County:

ALL THREE PIECES ONLY

$3.9

Dade Park Races

SMITH'S

CLYDE 0. WOOD

Canning Peaches, Elberta or Hale
Bushel $1.79

MERCHANDISE
Leader Congratulates

„okte414..

PEACHES, Remarkable, sliced
29 oz. can
TOMATOES, May Day or
19 oz. can

21(
De-de° 123
25(
4

PORK & BEANS, Kentucky Beauty
No. 303 can, 3 for
TOMATO CATSUP, Naast Indiana
14 oz. bottle

121(

AMERICAN CHEESE, Fisher's .ase
2 pound loaf
CORN, Pennysaver, cream style,
Gent. white, 2 19 oz. cans

69(

Co.
25(

DOG FOOD, Rival,
1 lb. can

10f

CORN, Morristown, white, cream
style, 19 oz. can
CRUSHED PINEAPPLE, Silver Riverfor
.
fancy, heavy syrup, No, 2 can, 2

BABY FOOD, Gerber's, assorted
14,40. Qat
S
attained, 4% 02. can
LIMA BEANS, Scott County, dried,
19 oz. can
8
°
1;
MACARONI or Spaghetti, Red Cross
3 packages for
COFFEE, Loving Cup,

25(

3 lbs. $1.15; lb.
SODA CRACKERS, Ovenkiet,
2 lb. box
FLOUR, Log Cabin, plain

25 lb. bag.
FURNITURE POLISH, Crescent
24 oz, battle
GRAPE JAM, Smuckees, Old Fashion
TOMATO JUICE, Scott County
2 lb. jar
31(
46 oz. can
ICE CREAM POWDER, Junket
LAUNDRY BLEACH, Puree
pkg.
1 Of
1 gallon jug
CORN BEEF HASH, Armour's
MUSTARD, Economy, Peppery Hot
16 oz. can
40(
2 lb. jar
OLIVES, Shufeldt, plain
ORANGE JUICE, Osage,
5 oz. jar
46 oz. can
APRICOT NECTOR, Everymeal
PAPER CUPS, Paper Spoons or Forks, Paper
23 ox. jar
Napkins for your picnic
FRUIT JARS, Mason
PUMPKIN, Autumn Hargest, fancy
marts, doz. 79c; pints, doz.
3 large 29 oz. cans
25(
PEAS, Honey Dew, 3 sieve,
GREEN BEANS, Nancy Joe, cut
standard, 19 oz. can
19 oz. can
1 BC
PEAS, Miss Wisconsin, extra stand. 3 110 -VAR CAPS, Zinc,
sieve Alaska, 2 19-oz. cans
3 dot. $1.00; doz.
Jr4

FRUIT COCKTAIL, limit's
stig"
1 lb. can

45(

19(

26

40(

41
$ .1I.55

25(
21(

49c
15(

39
15(

69(
131(
35(

MEAT SPECIALS
PORK LIVER
pound

23c,

FRESH PORK SAUSAGE
pound

Red Front Stores
Listen to 'Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
WV1S 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky., Week Days

29(

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Raymer,
Louisville, on the birth of a
son, Thomas King, August 11, at
Norton Infirmary. Mrs. Raymer
is the former Genevieve King,
a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L. D.
King, West Main street.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. James S. Beshear, Route 2, Princeton, on
the birth of a daughter Saturday, Aug. 6. Judy Carol weighed nine pounds, five ounces.
• • •
Mr. arld Mrs. Nolen Kelton,
Princeton, on the arrival of a
son, James Michael, Wednesday,
July 27. The baby weighed six
pounds, four ounces.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Bailey B. Compton, 702 N. Jefferson street, on
the birth of a son, Saturday July
30. The baby, who weighed seven
and a half pounds, has been
named Charles Richard.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Bucl McPherson,
307 Maple, on the arrival ofa
daughter Sunday, July 24. Vickie
Maurice weighed eight pounds.
* a a
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Gray,
Route 2, Princeton, on the birth
of a son, William Franklin,
Tuesday, July 26. The baby
weighed nine pounds.
* a a
Mr. and Mrs. Leeman W.
Moore, Route 1, Princeton, on
the birth of a daughter Saturday, Aug. 8. Doris Ann weighed seven pounds.
Ca a
Mr. and Mrs. Winfred D. Desson, 104 Short street, pn the arrival of a daughter Saturday,
July 16. The baby, who weighed
eight pounds 12 ounces, has been
named Phyllis Jean.
• a *
Mr. and Mrs. Edward C. Moore,
Princeton, on the birth of a
daughter, Cecelia Ann, Thursday, Aug. 4. The baby weighed
seven pounds.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas M. Herndon, Jr., Pulaski, Tenn, on the
arrival of a daughter, Elizabeth
Holernan, Saturday, Aug. 8, in

SENSATIONALLY
REDUCED FOR...

lurrie 78

Final Clearance!

Now is the time to save on Summer Merchandise ... Entire Summer Stock
Prices cut to a new low - - - Come in - - See
the SUMMER BARGAINS. .
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MEN'S BLUE
CHAMBRAY

WORK SHIRTS

$1.00

ONE BIG LOT

ALL MEN'S

Tropical Worsted
BLOUSES
BATISTE GOWNS
SUITS

$1.98

$29.98

Value to $4.98
ALL MUST GO

Values to $45.00
ALL INCLUDED

All MEN'S

STRAW HATS

$2.98
OOCLVLiapluEeps
.IN
STETSONS
6.00 to$8
$

We are not trying to list prices . . . many lots are too
small ... but you will be glad you came if you see our
Final Summer Sale Prices.
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